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PREFACE
Since 2006, the Stimson Center’s Future of Peace Operations program has contributed to independent
research on improving the United Nations’ capacity to build the rule of law, especially in countries where
it deploys peace support operations. In particular, Stimson has looked at the role of spoilers in derailing
peace processes and the operational responses at the UN Security Council’s disposal in responding to
such threats.
Stimson’s initial research found that the Security Council frequently uses two distinct but related
operational tools: UN peace support operations and Panels of Experts, which are small investigative
teams appointed to monitor targeted sanctions imposed on peace spoilers. In its previous report on this
topic, Targeting Spoilers: the Role of United Nations Panels of Experts, Alix Boucher and Victoria Holt
shed light on these expert Panels and the challenges they face, and offered suggestions for ensuring that
their numerous findings and recommendations receive follow up. Having found that, despite
complementary mandates, Panels of Experts and peace operations seemed not to build on one another’s
contributions to peacebuilding and the rule of law, Alix Boucher set out to determine how cooperation
does work in countries where both peace operations and Panels are deployed, through field research in
Côte d’Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Liberia.
Based on that research, this report highlights the benefits and challenges of cooperation, and offers
recommendations for improving the way these two Security Council tools work with each other, with
Member States, and with the Security Council. In doing so, the report seeks to catalyze a more strategic
approach to peacebuilding by the Security Council.
I hope that you will find this new Stimson publication a useful contribution to address the continuing
challenge of integrating international efforts to promote security, stability, and lasting rule of law in postconflict states.
Sincerely,

Ellen Laipson
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
United Nations (UN) Panels of Experts, small investigative teams the UN Security Council appoints to
monitor targeted sanctions, have evolved into complex operational tools since their first use in Rwanda in
1995. Their mandates have changed and grown from their initial focus on monitoring of sanctions to
include detailed analysis of regional conflicts and recommendations for resolving them. Since 1999, most
Panels have been deployed to countries that also host international peace support operations (PSOs)
authorized by the Security Council, including in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI), Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC; MONUC), Liberia (UNMIL), Somalia (AMISOM), and Sudan (UNMIS; UNAMID).
The various Security Council resolutions that mandate sanctions, PSOs, and Panels clearly delineate
mutually reinforcing objectives. This report works from the assumption that increased cooperation
between Panels and PSOs would advance the cause of peace and security in the places where these
entities both work. Indeed, PSOs could benefit from better use of Panel findings, particularly when these
pertain to gaps in the host state’s institutional capacity to implement sanctions. Such gaps, whether they
consist of lack of training for customs officials, unclear procedures for obtaining a legal license to exploit
timber, or insufficient funding for a regional diamond office, for example, reveal clear problems in the
host state’s ability to implement the rule of law.
This report examines this disjunction, focusing on cooperation between PSOs and Panels of Experts as
one area where more intentional cooperation could lead to positive synergies between two tools which,
despite relying on different political incentives, have mutually reinforcing mandates. Drawing on research
and interviews conducted in Washington, New York, Côte d’Ivoire, DRC, and Liberia, this report
examines cooperation between Panels and peace operations for those countries, the potential synergies
that cooperation already brings to international peacebuilding efforts in those settings, and the challenges
that sanctions present for donors, who must balance the legal requirement to uphold sanctions against the
practical need to invest in national institutions, whose effectiveness is essential to a country’s ability to
gain release from sanctions.

FINDINGS
 Cooperation between Panels and PSOs varies drastically both in terms of administrative and
logistical support, and in terms of information sharing and follow up on Panel findings and
recommendations.
 PSO officials, both civilian and military, do not know enough about Panel mandates or about
the experts themselves.
 Expectations for administrative and security support from PSOs are not sufficiently clear.
 Designated focal points for Panel support within missions vary in their seniority, affecting the
level and quality of support they can provide to Panels.
 The scope and breadth of information sharing depends on individual relationships rather than
formal guidance. This makes information sharing uneven within and across missions.
 The impact of new Provisional Guidelines for Panel-PSO cooperation is as yet uncertain, but
the Guidelines, while helpful, leave perhaps too much discretion in the hands of PSO leaders in
deciding whether and how to support Panels’ work.
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 At the UN Secretariat in New York, cooperation between DPKO and DPA is insufficient, and
leads to confusion for both missions and Panels in terms of responsibilities for support and
information sharing.
 UN Security Council Sanctions Committees (and their Chairs) vary in the amount of political
and other support provided to their respective Panels.
 The Security Council offers insufficient guidance to senior PSO leadership on how to balance
sanctions monitoring mandates with institutional capacity-building mandates in host states.
 PSO and Panel mandates related to sanctions monitoring and related capacity building have
expanded, without a corresponding increase in resource to implement these mandates.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Panel-PSO Cooperation
 Guidelines for cooperation need to specify the minimum rank of mission focal points for
Panels, and to clarify requirements for Panel travel security clearance within mission areas.
 The scope of the common caveat on PSO support to and cooperation with Panels, “subject to
operational exigencies,” should be better detailed in the guidelines.
 Information-sharing guidelines also should be clarified, and three distinct categories of
information should be addressed:
 Information that must remain confidential to Panels because sharing would jeopardize
ongoing investigations.
 Information that will be included in the Panel’s report and is shareable immediately
upon request.
 Tactical information with utility for mission operations that should be shared if Panel
members can protect sources, as necessary.

Recommendations for Sanctions Committees, the Security Council, and Member
States
 Address perceived tensions between PSO and Panel work.
 Develop strategies for mutual mandate implementation.
 Delineate a more comprehensive role for the Sanctions Committee Chair in explaining Panel
findings and recommendations.
 Develop approaches to increasing Member States’ and the private sector’s respective roles in
supporting implementation of Panel recommendations.
 Incorporate mission-mandate-related Panel findings into missions’ regular planning processes.

CONCLUSION
Visits to DRC, Liberia, and Côte d’Ivoire highlighted the numerous challenges that PSOs and Panels face
in working together: the administrative and logistical challenges and the challenges of sharing sensitive
information. The visits also highlighted, however, the possibilities for future collaboration: PSO officials
and Panel members have developed close working relationships despite these challenges and wideranging PSO support makes Panel work possible. Better and more consistent information-sharing could
help both endeavors better implement their Security Council mandates. If the Council believes them to be
important, it should make clear that their efforts should be better leveraged towards a common objective:
enduring peace and security in conflict-affected host states.

INTRODUCTION

U

nited Nations (UN) Panels of Experts, small investigative teams the UN Security Council appoints
to monitor targeted sanctions, have evolved into complex operational tools since their first use in
Rwanda in 1995. Their mandates have changed and grown to include detailed analysis of regional
conflicts and recommendations for resolving them. Early Panels did have important and controversial
impact. The Panel of Experts on Angola named the sitting heads of neighboring states as important
players in the ongoing illicit trade in diamonds, oil, and weapons. The Panel on the Illegal Exploitation of
Wealth and Natural Resources in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) was mandated to investigate
the role of natural resources in fuelling conflict there and wrongly perceived as imposing sanctions by
naming companies in its report that were involved in such activities, leading to a public backlash against
them.1 While Panel use has since increased, both in Africa and for counter-terrorism and counterproliferation, implementation of Panel recommendations, even when they are endorsed by the Security
Council, has not increased.
Since 1999, most Panels have been deployed to countries that also host international peace support
operations (PSOs) authorized by the Security Council, including in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI), DRC
(MONUC), Liberia (UNMIL), Somalia (AMISOM), and Sudan (UNMIS and UNAMID). These peace
operations have increasingly complex mandates to protect civilians from imminent threat of physical
violence; conduct demobilization, disarmament, and reintegration (DDR) of fighting forces; support rule
of law institutions capacity building, in particular police, corrections, and the judiciary; and generally to
help new governments create conditions for sustainable peace. As mandated by the Security Council,
PSOs assist, support, and share information with Panels, while offering crucial logistical support to the
small expert teams. Numerous peace operations have worked alongside Panels of Experts, including in
Angola, Côte d’Ivoire, DRC, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Sudan.
In these cases, Security Council mandates for both tools have made clear that their role was envisioned to
contribute to the rule of law, peace, and security. For example, when renewing the mandate for the
peacekeeping mission in DRC, the Security Council (the Council) noted its concern over continuing
hostilities and rampant human rights abuses, and called on MONUC to help the DRC authorities protect
civilians under imminent threat of physical violence and build an accountable, competent security sector,
with corresponding judicial institutions and reliable administration.2 The Council then called on the Panel
to work with DRC authorities, Member States, and MONUC to gather information on “arms shipments,
trading routes, and strategic mines known to be controlled or used by armed groups, flights from the
Great Lakes region to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and from the Democratic Republic of the
Congo to the Great Lakes region, the illegal exploitation and trafficking in natural resources, and
activities” of targeted individuals.3 In addition, the Council’s mandate continued to direct the Panel to
“consider and recommend, where appropriate, ways of improving the capabilities of States interested, in
particular those of the region, to ensure” the effective implementation of the sanctions.4 The following
year, when renewing the DRC Panel’s mandate, the Council noted its “serious concern over the presence
of armed groups and militias” in Eastern DRC and the resulting insecurity. Echoing previous calls for
DDR, security sector reform, and rule of law reform, the Council called on these groups to disarm and
cease fighting.5 All three resolutions called on DRC and regional governments to implement relevant
peace agreements.
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In short, Council resolutions clearly used similar rationales to justify the deployment of both Panels and
PSOs. As such, it could be assumed that given these similar and complementary objectives, Panels and
PSOs would leverage their knowledge, analysis, and capacities to implement mutually reinforcing
Council mandates. In fact, such cooperation between Panels and PSOs does exist, and is both substantial
and widespread. Indeed, when it does not jeopardize ongoing investigations, Panel members share
relevant information with PSOs. In turn, PSOs provide Panels with invaluable information and support
throughout Panel mandates. Nonetheless, while complementary Panel and PSO mandates should generate
even greater cooperation to mutual benefit, efforts by peace operations, and UN Member States and their
assistance agencies to leverage Panel information and findings have faltered as Panel mandates have
widened.
Decisions to use Panel information to plan and implement assistance programs are as political as
implementing sanctions. In fact, decisions depend on the quality of the Panel’s investigations, Member
States’ confidence in the reliability of their findings, and on the situation in the host country when a report
is published. In December 2008, the report of the Group of Experts on the DRC found a huge audience
among donor countries that had long supported Rwanda’s economic development. When that report shed
light on Rwanda’s role in destabilizing Eastern Congo, key donors withdrew their support, leading to a
historic rapprochement between Kinshasa and Kigali.6 At the time of this writing, however, Rwanda’s
role in the region remains contentious and progress in building security in the DRC has faltered. In short,
while initial Panel findings and recommendations often found wide audiences, their implementation has
continued to take long periods of time, require much political juggling, and depend too often on the good
will of certain individuals or Member States. This report examines the processes behind Panel and PSO
cooperation: when and how have they worked together? What facilitates cooperation and what impedes
it? Finally, what could be done to improve it and, in turn, take steps toward better implementing mandates
to build the rule of law and a sustainable peace?

HISTORY OF WORK TO DATE AND RATIONALE FOR THIS REPORT
Since 2006, the Stimson Center’s Future of Peace Operations (FOPO) program has worked to better
understand the role of UN Panels of Experts and targeted sanctions.i FOPO has hosted several workshops
with Panel members, as well as UN Headquarters Secretariat staff, to discuss their work, challenges they
face, and missed opportunities to exploit the results of their work. Many Panel members, as well as
officials interviewed in the first phase of this work, criticized the lack of follow-up on Panel findings and
recommendations. Based on these workshops and on accompanying original research, FOPO published
Targeting Spoilers: The Role of United Nations Panels of Experts in January 2009. Box 1 details that
report’s main findings and recommendations.
Because the various Security Council resolutions that mandate sanctions, PSOs, and Panels clearly
delineate mutually reinforcing objectives, this report works from the assumption that increased
cooperation between Panels and PSOs would advance the cause of peace and security in the places where
these entities both work. Indeed, PSOs could benefit from better use of Panel findings, particularly when
these pertain to gaps in the host state’s institutional capacity to implement sanctions. Such gaps, whether
lack of training for customs officials, unclear procedures for obtaining a legal license to exploit timber, or
i

The Security Council has used different terminology to appoint expert monitoring mechanisms: a Panel of experts is headed by
a Chairman, a Group of Experts is led by a Coordinator, as is a Monitoring Mechanism or Group. As there are no fundamental
differences in function amongst them, this report uses Panel and Group interchangeably.
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insufficient funding for a regional diamond office, reveal clear problems in the host state’s ability to
implement the rule of law.
When the companies and people named in Panel reports as alleged sanctions violators are able to take
advantage of these gaps in capacity, their actions create opportunities for continuing conflict. Today,
PSOs, whether they were established after sanctions (as in Liberia), before sanctions (as in the DRC), or
at the same time (as in Côte d’Ivoire) rarely take full advantage of Panels-generated knowledge. The
Security Council does not explicitly link these two tools, and PSO officials often argue that the need to
support host-state institutions trumps requirements for sanctions implementation. Such officials fail to
recognize that building effective and legitimate institutions either requires sanctions implementation or at
the very least is another potential avenue for catalyzing institution building and reform. (Some do
understand: In the DRC for example, MONUC’s Stabilization Strategy includes training and support to
Congolese “centres de négoces,” the government trading centers for the Ministry of Mines. Because so
many mining areas are illegally controlled by Congolese Armed Forces or by rebel forces, improving
oversight at these centers is a key step in building security, advancing security sector reform, and thus
lifting the arms embargo.7) These monitoring efforts could play a part in identifying areas of governance
in need of assistance and how such assistance may support stability when provided in a well-planned and
timely manner. In short, better integration of Panel findings and recommendations into peace operations
activities could help consolidate peace and stability, and thus play an important part in an operation’s exit
or transition strategy.ii
While comprehensive sanctions (e.g., blanket embargoes on countries such as the former Yugoslavia or
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq) have been viewed as undesirable because of the suffering they cause civilian
populations, targeted sanctions have proven more effective in certain cases.8 In Liberia, for example,
targeted sanctions served as a powerful incentive to build sustainable peace: the sanctions on diamond
and timber exports led to wide-ranging reform within those sectors and are credited with helping to build
the foundation for better governance in the country.9
Nonetheless, sanctions implementation has remained challenging since it requires political will to change
behavior, not only on the part of targeted states, but also on the part of those countries’ neighbors and
global trade and political partners.

ii

It is increasingly the case that large, complex UN PSOs do not exit their areas of operation all at once, but draw down forces
and footprint gradually, handing over international peacebuilding support responsibilities to a follow-on entity, which is
sometimes a UN peacebuilding or political office, sometimes a regionally-sponsored entity, or sometimes the host state
government.
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Box 1

Targeting Spoilers: Summarizing the Report

Findings
 The Security Council has mandated the creation of Panels for Côte d’Ivoire, DRC, Liberia, Somalia, and
Sudan. They have also been mandated to support sanctions monitoring on Iran, North Korea, and alQaida and the Taliban. Nonetheless, while support for sanctions-monitoring mechanisms for Africa has
improved, the UN Secretariat still struggles to provide adequate support.
 Security Council Resolutions need to be clarified so that clear requirements for lifting the sanctions are
delineated from the outset.
 Panel findings and recommendations are rarely followed up, nor are they integrated with wider UN
efforts to build the rule of law. Panels of Experts provide the Council and Member States with important,
valuable, and detailed information on the ongoing conflict and its dynamics.
 Panels and UN Peace Operations could better work together to build the rule of law in post-conflict
states. PSOs struggle with their rule of law programming. They could better use Panel findings to
develop achievable rule of law support programs, as mandated by the Security Council. Such support
and capacity building would also provide incentives for lifting the sanctions and moving from
peacekeeping to peacebuilding assistance.
 UN Member States also could better use Panel findings, basing foreign assistance on relevant Panel
recommendations to better fight crime, deter spoilers, and build peace in the sanctioned states and the
wider region.
Recommendations
 Increase political, administrative, and financial support for Panels from the Secretariat and the Security
Council.
 Improve professional capacity in the UN Department of Political Affairs, which provides administrative
support to Panels. Doing so would allow Panels to conduct investigations more efficiently and
comprehensively.
 Improve recruitment, orientation programs, and performance evaluations for Experts. This would
improve the quality of reporting and ability of Member States to effectively use Panel reports.
 Clarify methodology and standards of evidence for inclusion in reports.
 Improve cooperation between Member States and Panels, and remind Member States of their obligation
to fully cooperate with Panel investigations. Many Member States actively impede Panel work, thus
making it more difficult for Panels to complete their work, as mandated by the Council.
 Member States should acknowledge receipt of Council resolutions and report on the specific steps they
have taken to implement the sanctions.
 Increase resources for Sanctions Committees so that they can better support Panels both during their
investigations and once the report is received.
 Create a system to match institutional capacity gaps identified by Panels with donors (Member States or
international organizations) willing/able to remedy those gaps.
 Expand Panel mandates to monitor progress towards meeting requirements for lifting sanctions (and
create those requirements/thresholds where they do not exist).
 Extend cooperation between UN Peace Operations and UN Panels of Experts to enable host states to
build the rule of law and see sanctions lifted.
 Encourage UN Peace Operations to implement Panel recommendations where doing so would help a
mission better implement its mandate.
Sources: Alix J. Boucher and Victoria K. Holt, Targeting Spoilers: The Role of United Nations Panels of Experts, The
Stimson Center, January 2009, and Alix J. Boucher, “UN Panels of Experts: They’re About More Than Just Monitoring
Sanctions,” Issue Brief, The Stimson Center, July 2009.

Member States and PSOs called Panel reports useful when they stemmed from independent
investigations, were backed by credible documentary evidence, and provided analytical context for
complex environments. Nonetheless, assistance providers continued to argue that they did not know
enough about the conflicts Panels examined, even as they relied on Panel findings and recommendations
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as the informational basis, and in some cases the justification, for providing capacity-building assistance.
In short, there is a disjunction between the value that Member States and PSOs assign to Panel reports and
the use they make of them.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
This report examines this disjunction, focusing on cooperation between PSOs and Panels of Experts as
one area where more intentional cooperation could lead to positive synergies between two tools, which,
despite relying on different political incentives, have mutually reinforcing mandates. Drawing on research
and interviews conducted in Washington, New York, Côte d’Ivoire, DRC, and Liberia, this report
examines cooperation between Panels and peace operations for those countries, the potential synergies
that cooperation already brings to international peacebuilding efforts in those settings, and the challenges
that sanctions present for donors, who must balance the legal requirement to uphold sanctions against the
practical need to invest in national institutions, whose effectiveness is essential to a country’s ability to
gain release from sanctions.
Part 1, “Peace Operations and Panels of Experts: In the Field and in New York” examines the
mandates that the Council gives Panels and PSOs to cooperate. Based on the interviews described above,
it discusses the main challenges and obstacles to effective cooperation and leveraging of Panel work for
building the rule of law where PSOs deploy. The report also examines the relationship between the
Panels, their UN Secretariat support structures, and the Security Council Sanctions Committees that
oversee their work, and suggests ways in which that support could be improved. Part 2, “Case
Examples, DRC, Liberia, and Côte d’Ivoire,” provides three case examples of these challenges. Part 3,
“Improving Cooperation and Implementation,” analyses the findings from the field research and
interviews, and outlines initial recommendations for addressing the challenges of Panel/PSO cooperation.
Finally, the report ends with recommendations for improving Panel-PSO cooperation and suggests ways
for better leveraging Panel information to build sustainable rule of law in countries that host both Panels
and peace operations.
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–1–
PEACE OPERATIONS AND PANELS OF EXPERTS:
IN THE FIELD AND IN NEW YORK

T

his chapter charts the evolution of mandated PSO-Panel cooperation, comparing and contrasting
Panels’ and PSOs’ respective, sometimes complementary mandates. It outlines the main reasons for
deficits in Panel-PSO cooperation and emphasizes challenges in information sharing, in obtaining support
from missions and the Secretariat, and in working with Security Council Sanctions Committeesiii and
Member States.

PEACE OPERATIONS MANDATES
MONUC (DRC), UNMIL (Liberia), and UNOCI (Côte d’Ivoire) have had specific mandates to monitor
sanctions and to provide logistical support to and share information with co-deployed Panels of Experts.
UNAMID (Sudan) is expected to cooperate with the Sudan panel in the course of monitoring arms
provisions of the Darfur Peace Agreement. UNMIL (Liberia) has also been mandated to investigate armsrelated violations of relevant peace agreements. UNMIL and UNOCI have reported regularly to the
Sanctions Committee on the arms inspections they conduct, sharing that information with the Panel so
experts can use the data to inform their analysis and conduct additional investigations as necessary. In
Liberia, the data collected by UNMIL has also been used to monitor Liberia’s progress in security sector
reform (SSR), which is a benchmark for lifting sanctions. Beyond these similarities, however, peace
operations have had inconsistent mandates when it comes to sanctions monitoring and working with
Panels of Experts. Table 1 offers a summary, and Table 2 provides details.
Table 1: Summary of Cooperation Mandates for Peace Operations
Task/Mission

MONUC

UNMIL

UNOCI

UNAMID

Broad mandate to cooperate

X

X

X

X

Arms-Related

X

X

X

X

Monitor the arms embargo

X

X

X

Monitor arms provisions of peace agreements

X

X

Collect weapons and seize them

X

X

Dispose of weapons

X

X

Monitor weapons flows

X

Monitor armed groups activities

X

Information-Sharing (general)

X

Child protection

X

X

X

X

X

Cooperate with Regional Actors
Support other Panels deployed in the same region
Work with regional peacekeeping and peacebuilding efforts

iii

X

X

X

X

X

X

The Security Council typically creates a Sanctions Committee, made up of the members of the Council, when it mandates the
imposition of targeted sanctions. Sanctions Committees are chaired by a non-permanent member of the Council, operate by
consensus, and are charged with administering sanctions list and transmitting Panel reports to the full Council.
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Table 2: UN Peace Operations Mandate Language on Sanctions Monitoring
Mission

Mandates on Sanctions Monitoring
S/RES/1493 (2003); S/RES/1533 (2004); S/RES/1596 (2005)
MONUC should have full access to ports, airports, airfields, military bases, and border crossings to monitor arms groups and
arms flows.
MONUC should conduct DDR (whose success it lists as a requirement for lifting the sanctions).
UNSC demands all parties to fully cooperate with the Panel.
MONUC should monitor the sanctions and exchange information with the Panel.

S/RES/1856 (2008):
MONUC

MONUC should monitor the sanctions with the objective of curtailing provision of support to illegal armed groups “derived
from illicit trade in natural resources.”
MONUC should monitor the sanctions by cooperating as appropriate with the Panel. MONUC may inspect, without notice,
suspect cargo.
MONUC may collect and dispose of arms and related material found in violation of sanctions.

S/RES/1857 (2008); S/RES/1896 (2009):
The DRC government, regional governments, MONUC, and the Panel should cooperate intensively.
These actors should exchange information regarding arms shipments, illegal trafficking in natural resources, and activities of
individuals and entities sanctioned by the Council.
MONUC should share with the Panel information on the support received by armed groups, on recruitment and use of children,
and on the targeting of women and children in situations of armed conflicts.

S/RES/1521 (2003); S/RES/1579 (2004); S/RES/1903 (2009):
UNMIL should continue, as possible, to assist the Sanctions Committee and the Panel of Experts. UNAMSIL and UNOCI
should, as possible, assist the Committee and the Panel.

UNMIL

S/RES/1683 (2006); S/RES/1819 (2009):
UNMIL should, as possible, help the Panel monitor the sanctions imposed.
UNMIL should inspect the inventories of weapons and ammunition, and periodically report to the Sanctions Committee on its
findings.

S/RES/1739 (2007):
UNOCI

UNOCI should monitor the sanctions in cooperation with the Panel, UNMIL, and the relevant governments.
UNOCI may inspect, without notice, suspect cargo.
UNOCI may collect and dispose of arms and related materiel found in violation of the sanctions.
UNOCI should share information with the Liberia Panel and Liberia Sanctions Committee.

S/RES/1665 (2006); S/RES/1713 (2006); S/RES/1769 (2007); S/RES/1891 (2009):
UNAMID

UNAMID should monitor whether arms are in Darfur in violation of either the sanctions or the relevant peace agreements.
UN bodies, the AU, and others should cooperate fully with the Panel by supplying information relevant to the sanctions.
(Resolutions 1665 and 1713 predate UNAMID and UNMIS, but apply to their area of operation.)

The Council has sometimes mandated missions to “share information,” while other times it has asked a
mission to “exchange information.” Such differences have contributed to confusion and to variations in
the support that missions have provided to corresponding Panels. In some cases, unclear language or the
inclusion of caveats, such as provisions that PSOs should support Panels only “as possible,” have led
some missions to deny all responsibilities to support Panels. In other cases, mission leadership have made
legitimate decisions to allocate limited resources elsewhere, usually in other priority areas, such as
elections support or protection of civilians. Given such limitations, it would make sense for Panels to
have funds to provide their own support rather than gamble on favorable mission cost/benefit analyses.
Mandates to support sanctions monitoring and enforcement have presented both challenges and
opportunities for missions, particularly as regards the host state. A Panel can be useful to the mission
when the mission wants to disseminate information but cannot release it because doing so would
jeopardize the mission’s ability to work with local authorities. Having the Panel raise sensitive issues or
point to host-state shortcomings may pose a political challenge for the mission, particularly with hoststate officials who do not differentiate one UN tool from another. However, such Panel actions help the
mission address such issues while providing political cover since the Panels have independent mandates.10
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PANELS OF EXPERTS MANDATES
Table 3 summarizes the main aspects of contemporary Panel mandates. These have included monitoring
arms, minerals, or timber embargoes; monitoring a variety of sanctions targeted at the personal assets or
international travel of individuals; and monitoring the impact of sanctions on human rights issues,
resource exploitation, and other desired objectives that such sanctions seek to promote.
Table 3: Mandates of Panels of Experts
Focus:
Embargo

Freeze or Ban

Impact
Assessment

Liberia

Côte
d'Ivoire

DRC

Sudan

Arms

X

X

X

X

Diamond

X

X

Timber

X

Asset freeze

X

X

X

X

Travel ban

X

X

X

X

Civil aviation limits

X

Elements Monitored:

X

Human rights violations/use of child soldiers

X

Natural resource exploitation

X

Progress toward security sector reform

X

Progress toward effective resource management

X

Socio-economic impact of sanctions

X

X

X

COOPERATION BETWEEN PEACE OPERATIONS AND PANELS OF EXPERTS
The Council has mandated varying levels of cooperation between Panels and PSOs that operate in
countries subject to sanctions. Inconsistencies in respective mandate language have hampered PSO-Panel
cooperation, particularly for Panels that operate in regions where several peace operations are deployed or
where their findings could have repercussions for multiple PSOs. The Council has not systematically
asked Panels to cooperate with all relevant or affected operations, which has caused confusion for Panels
and peace operations alike as both try to determine what is expected of them, not only in terms of logistics
but also in terms of how to share information and disseminate relevant findings. The Secretariat should
provide Panels and PSOs with clearer instructions in these areas.
The lack of clarity on Panel-PSO relations has translated into uneven cooperation not only across
missions, but also within them. Some mission personnel said neither Panel nor mission mandates had
been clearly explained, that mechanisms for cooperation had not been clearly outlined, and that it was
unclear how much they were supposed to interact or share. Panel members in turn noted that basic
mandates to “cooperate” leave missions free to interpret them in a minimalist fashion when they find that
monitoring supporting sanctions presents challenges with their relationships with Member States or
conflicts with other mission priorities. Some of the friction dates to first contact between mission and
Panel personnel.
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Panels and Mission Personnel: Introductions
Across missions, civilian personnel expressed frustration at the lack of advance information they received
about Panels and Panel members. Department of Political Affairs (DPA) personnel normally send a
formal code cable introducing the Panel to the Head of Mission, but it seems this introduction was not
always transmitted to other senior mission staff, such as component heads. Panel members pointed out
that they also requested (through DPKO) that aide-memoires be sent directly to missions, but often found
on arrival that senior leadership had not systematically distributed the information. As a result, when
Panel members requested meetings, component heads and other mission staff did not know who they
were or why a meeting was necessary. Military personnel interviewed explained they were rarely briefed
on the Panels’ mandates and, as with civilian staff, senior officers did not receive official introductions
(which they said could be transmitted easily down the chain of command with clear instructions). These
kinds of problems, mission personnel said, set up mission-Panel relationships for failure because
interactions began with a lack of trust.
Table 4: Directed Cooperation between Panels of Experts and Peace Operations
COUNTRYa

Panel Mandates to Cooperate with UN Peace Operations

Côte d’Ivoire

S/RES/1609 (2005); S/RES/1727 (2006):
Exchange information with UNOCI and the French forces with regard to the monitoring mandate.

Democratic
Republic of the
Congo

Sudan
a

S/RES/1533 (2004); S/RES/1596 (2005); S/RES/1857 (2008); S/RES/1896 (2009):
The Panel and MONUC should exchange information.
The Panel should “examine and analyse information gathered by MONUC in the context of its
monitoring mandate.”
MONUC, the Group, the DRC government, and regional governments should share information on the
trafficking of weapons and other commodities.
S/RES/1779 (2007); S/RES/1891 (2009):
The Council requests the Panel to cooperate with UNAMID and international efforts to promote the
political process.

The Panel on Liberia was not given a specific mandate to cooperate with UNMIL.

Panel members noted that such problems could be mitigated by improved cooperation in New York,
between DPKO and DPA. Indeed, DPA political affairs officers assigned to support Panels could keep
their DPKO counterparts better informed as to Panels’ composition and mandate. DPKO officers in turn
could communicate more frequently with the field about Panels, their mandates, and the qualifications of
Panel members. Both DPA and DPKO, in headquarters and in the field, need to do more in these areas.11
Headquarters officials also should do more to ensure that senior mission officials properly transmit
relevant cables to their staffs. The Secretariat also could better help Panel members obtain from missions
support they need to do their job effectively.

Chain of Command and Panel Independence
Mission officials also have difficulty deciding where Panel members “fit” within mission hierarchy, and
noted the relative youth of some experts and the incongruity of their being direct agents of the Security
Council. Panels, like the missions that they visit, are subsidiary bodies of the Security Council,
independently mandated to operate under Chapter VII. They do not come under the same reporting
authority as senior mission officials, although it is reasonable for Panel members to brief the SRSG,
senior mission personnel, and senior Secretariat officials (DPKO and DPA) before releasing their report.
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In some missions, however, senior leaders reportedly have viewed Panels as requiring permission from
the mission to travel or conduct investigations within the mission area or to meet with host-state officials.
Some also believe they should have a say regarding the contents of Panel reports, refusing to share
information without the right to review and redact Panels’ drafts. Giving anyone but Panel members such
power would seriously jeopardize the Panels’ independence and ultimately their legitimacy.

SRSGs and Panels12
Views regarding the affect of the SRSG on senior mission leaders’ relationships with the Panel varied
between missions. While interviews indicated a good relationship between Panel members and SRSG
Choi in Côte d’Ivoire, and an unusually open and productive relationship with SRSG Løj in Liberia,
relationships with the (now former) SRSG for MONUC and the former SRSG for UNAMID were
reportedly poor.
In most missions, the SRSG and the Office of the SRSG can play an important part in setting the tone for
cooperation between the Panel and the mission. This is one reason why Provisional Guidelines released in
December 2009 suggest that a Panels’ focal point within the mission be determined by the Chief of Staff:
when the SRSG has made clear, through the Office of the Chief of Staff, that cooperating with Panels is
important, units across the mission take note. While SRSGs have been understandably concerned with
maintaining good working relationships with host-state officials and therefore may be reluctant to
associate themselves closely with sanctions monitoring, the missions they head have, in some cases, been
directed by the Security Council to monitor arms embargos and related sanctions, and to provide support
to co-deployed Panels of Experts. In these cases, they must balance the public appearance of host-state
support with the requirements handed to them by the Council.

Administrative Support and Focal Points
Both civilian and military components of peace operations may provide logistical support for Panels,
including travel on mission aircraft and use of mission vehicles. (When a PSO is not present, the local UN
Development Program office provides necessary logistical support.) In the missions visited, military
personnel worked closely with Panel members, but relations seemed largely informal and ad hoc. Mission
military components sometimes provided important logistical and security support to Panel members
traveling to remote locations.
In some missions, a “focal point” handled administrative support for the Panel. Which mission unit
housed that focal point varied by mission, as did their status or areas of specialization, and the number of
people assigned Panel-specific support tasks. Focal points ranged from UN Volunteers to senior-level
political affairs officers. Such differences reportedly had significant impact on how much information
Panel members received from missions and how much assistance, especially logistics. As a result, some
Panels spent more time than others on such matters as travel arrangements and organizing meetings.
When focal points were more junior, it was harder to obtain in-mission travel authorization, particularly
on short notice, as when a Panel member was trying to follow up an important lead. The role and
authority of the focal point may also have been unclear to the rest of the mission. In some cases, mission
officials felt they needed to “clear” information-sharing or other support requests first with their unit
chiefs and then with the focal point, leading to delays in the Panel’s work.iv
iv

In some cases, unit chiefs in missions directly contravened SRSG instructions to share information. Cooperation guidelines
should prevent this type of occurrence. Author interviews and correspondence, Fall 2009 and April 2010.
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Sharing Information with PSOs
Peace support operations have long been hampered by their inability to systematically collect
intelligence.13 Until the creation of Joint Mission Analysis Centers (JMACs), beginning with MONUC
and MINUSTAH in 2005, the idea that UN peacekeeping missions would openly collect, let alone
analyze information and use that information to effectively plan operations, was basically taboo. Military
commanders and civilian officials did it in practice, often sharing information and combining their
analysis for presentation to senior mission officials. Nonetheless, few officials openly discussed this type
of work outside the mission and headquarters. The mission JMAC, moreover, typically advises senior
mission leadership; officers deployed in more remote locations may not benefit from its analysis. In these
field outposts, military intelligence capacity may be a single officer, who may have received only the
most general of briefings on the situation in the host state before assuming that post, nor is it likely that
they will have the benefit of a regular handover/takeover process, and thus will need to build detailed
knowledge quickly and build local relationships from scratch.14 Under such circumstances, Panel reports
can help build that knowledge, and information sharing during Panels’ field visits may be of great
value—but information sharing to or from Panels raises a number of issues.
In practice, information-sharing between missions and Panels members is uneven and dependent on
relationships of individual Panel members and mission personnel. Some of these relationships were
collegial and productive and in some cases, such as more recently with the MONUC JMAC, the UNOCI
“embargo cell,” or the Civil Affairs Unit at UNMIL, the relations have been collaborative. In other
instances, as with the offices of the SRSG in both DRC and Sudan, or the child protection office in DRC,
relationships have been less cordial. Efforts to improve them have often faltered, and information
exchange has been largely “informal.”
One contentious issue was how much Panel members and mission personnel, both civilian and military,
exchanged information that could be immediately useful either to the mission or to the Panel itself.
Neither mission officials nor Panel members interviewed discussed specific Council mandates to
exchange information. Nonetheless, some mission personnel contended that they felt the Panel did not
share enough information, noting experts rarely briefed mission personnel on their findings at the end of
their mandates, or rarely followed up on information provided by these mission personnel. Military
personnel on the other hand often noted that Panel members frequently provided them with immediately
actionable information. Experts added that in Côte d’Ivoire in particular, the Panel and the embargo cell
often conducted joint missions, sharing information as they went. Panel members, however, often found
missions slow to disseminate daily or weekly information roundups, which mission officials attributed to
a desire to properly compile information and not immediately share what might later turn out to be
incorrect. Such reluctance suggests, however, a lack of trust Panel members’ ability to verify information
or use it judiciously and, in these cases, Panel members often obtained their information informally,
drawing on good personal relationships with mission personnel.
Some Panel members cautioned that their independent status, which is key to their continued legitimacy,
meant that they should individually determine what information to share and when. Some Panel members
also noted that when they tried to share information with mission officials, they were pressed to reveal
their sources. Panel members noted that they typically shared information if doing so did not expose
sources or risk jeopardizing investigations should the information’s confidentiality be compromised.
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The Information Management System: Panel Data and Tracking Recommendations
DPA officials pointed to an important improvement in their support to Panels: the development of an
Information Management System. Funded by Canada in 2006, the system was initially intended to help
Panel members by providing an easily accessible platform for entering and retrieving data. As
appropriate, the system would allow experts across Panels to look at each other’s data and cross-fertilize
findings. Under the leadership of the DPA Security Council Affairs Division, a system was developed and
launched in 2009. While some Panel members used the system, others found it difficult to use, and noted
that it was typically installed only on the Coordinator’s/Chairman’s computer, obliging all experts to use
a single machine to enter or retrieve data. Given time constraints, some experts were unable to use the
system at all, or the Coordinator was forced to enter all of the other experts’ data. Panel members noted
that the system could handle additional installations, which they requested following the renewal of their
mandates but did not receive before deployment. A technician dispatched to install the system might not
reach the Panel in the field until it had been in the country for several weeks. In the case of one Panel, the
system was installed without any training on how to use it, and written instructions arrived only after that
Panel’s mandate had expired. Finally, some experts have expressed concern over the future use of
information stored in the system. They worry that confidentiality of sources may not be guaranteed.15 The
Secretariat needs to address these concerns, especially since Secretariat officials were of the view that
entering information into the system should be a requirement for experts to receive final salary payments.
Global Witness, in its recent report on UN support for managing natural resources, noted the need for
increased monitoring of sanctions and the creation of a data-gathering and analytical support mechanism,
either within the Secretariat or outside of it.16 Such a database could have two distinct purposes. The first
could be to assist Member States that wish to follow up on Panel findings during police and judicial
investigations related to sanctions implementation. Indeed, Global Witness found that Member States are
largely not aware of the potential legal uses of Panel reports. Such a database, which should be
complimentary to the Canadian-funded database hosted by the Sanctions Branch within the Secretariat,
could also have a second potential use, however. It should include a portal that would permit donors to
provide assistance in areas identified by Panels as problematic. This portal should be available to Member
State officials as well as to peace operations and other UN agencies with mandates to support institutional
capacity.

PANELS OF EXPERTS AND UN HEADQUARTERS
Insufficient cooperation between Panels of Experts and PSOs in the field is paralleled by insufficient
cooperation between DPA (which supports Panels) and DPKO (which supports PSOs). This affects
headquarters units’ ability to provide logistical support to the field, and policy guidance to their respective
“operational” branches in New York.

Issues within the UN Secretariat
The Subsidiary Organs Branch within the Security Council Affairs Division at DPA still struggles to give
Panel members sufficient support. As highlighted in Stimson’s previous report, staffing for this DPA
branch has not grown substantially despite the exponential growth in Panels’ support requirements.17
While the Branch did hire two new professional staff after a Panel on North Korea was appointed in June
2009, political affairs officers who support Africa-related sanctions continue to be assigned to at least two
Panels, and a new Panel of Experts on the Islamic Republic of Iran was appointed in June 2010.18
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Panel members felt that it would helpful if DPA staff could provide more guidance for navigating the UN
bureaucracy and better orientation programs that would obviate the need for longer-serving members of
teams to orient those newly-recruited. Secretariat personnel pointed, in turn, to a handbook on these issues
given to every expert at the outset of the mandate. Mission officials who liaise with DPA reported long
response times, however, to requests for information and reimbursement for support accorded to Panels.
Sanctions Committees members reported that Committee Secretaries (DPA Sanctions Branch officers
who are also tasked with support to the Panel) are obliged to spend large amounts of time conveying
sanctions-related communications to the Committee, the Council, preparing requests for exemption and
delisting for the Committee’s consideration, and more broadly responding to Member States’ inquiries.
Officials in the DPKO Office of Operations report that they have provided guidance to peace operations
on how to support Panels, how to transmit information from peace operations to DPA so it can be shared
with the Panel, and how to transmit Panel or sanctions-related concerns and requests to headquarters, as
necessary. UN and Member State officials reported that diverging DPKO and DPA priorities concerning
sanctions sometimes made it difficult for UN headquarters officials to work together effectively on these
issues. Indeed, sanctions monitoring has been politically difficult to manage for peace operations. Some
requests by Panels for assistance in the field have been seen by DPKO and missions as going beyond the
Council’s requests for mission support to Panels.

Panels and the Sanctions Committees
Sanctions Committee (SACO) members reported productive relationships with Panels of Experts and
have found Panel reports useful. For smaller countries, however, particularly non-permanent members of
the Security Council, chairing a Sanctions Committee was described as a labor- and time-intensive job. In
some cases, when such countries joined the Council, they found that their permanent mission staff had to
grow by fifty percent, simply to meet the procedural obligations that stem from the responsibility of
joining the Council and chairing a SACO. The Chair’s management responsibilities tended to eat into
time available to travel to a targeted country; the trip may not have been budgeted by DPA when drawing
the Panel’s budget (and thus would be cost-prohibitive for Chairs from smaller states), and posed political
challenges, as it was unclear how much support either the Panel or the mission should be providing to the
SACO Chair’s field visits. 19
Other Chairs were of the view that, given the decision to impose sanctions, they should actively support
Panels, particularly in cases where they had sought Chairmanship of a particular SACO (something
Member States said was not unusual). These Chairs made and took the time to visit targeted countries,
educate other Member States about their Committee’s activities, and promote the Panel’s findings at the
end of their mandate. Having to rely on the ability and resources of individual Chairs leads, however, to
disparities in how different sanctions regimes are viewed and implemented.
Sanctions Committees operate by consensus and report to the full Security Council.20 In some cases,
SACOs have been paralyzed by one member’s reservations about the sanctions. This has happened most
often when a Member State implicated in sanctions violations has a seat on the Council, or when a
permanent member of the Council views the sanctions unfavorably. Lack of consensus has also led to
insufficient support for a Panel and its activities, as certain SACO members do not wish the Panel to
publish unfavorable information about their potential activities in targeted states. When Chairs were
unable to work with other SACO members to obtain consensus, the work of the Committee basically
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ceased. Together, these challenges have made it difficult for some countries to serve effectively as SACO
Chairs, even when they supported the sanctions.
Sanctions regimes are accompanied by complex procedures for requesting exemptions and some Member
State officials interviewed said that sanctions could be more effective; that they were often unclear as to
who should receive requests for exemptions including, in the case of arms embargo exemptions, whether
they should submit requests to the exporter or the targeted state. They argued that technical
(unintentional) violations would be less likely if the Secretariat offered a single point of contact for
Member States that need assistance in this area. In fact, the Secretariat does provide such a point of
contact, and each Sanctions Committee Secretary’s name and contact information is readily available on
the respective SACO’s website. The Secretary is charged with granting exceptions to a travel ban as
permitted by the Security Council (for medical or family emergency, or to meet religious obligations, for
example). The websites do not, however, include clear instructions for requesting exemptions from arms
embargoes.21
Finally, Member States officials said that they appreciate Panel members’ visits to their embassies and
permanent missions in advance of the release of a Panel report so that Security Council members in
particular were not surprised by the report’s contents. This helped to build confidence in the Panel’s work,
and permitted sharing of concerns over the political and policy repercussions of Panel reports.

The Security Council, Panels of Experts, PSOs, and Sanctions
Overall, mission officials argued that the Security Council has provided insufficient guidance on how to
cooperate and balance mandates to implement sanctions and support host-state institutions. Beginning
with sanctions imposed on Liberia, the Security Council has stated clear conditions under which sanctions
may be lifted. These conditions have translated into a modified mandate for the Liberian Panel: first
monitoring Liberia’s progress towards lifting the sanctions, and now monitoring Liberia’s continued
compliance with these conditions. The Council has since detailed conditions under which sanctions would
be lifted both in DRC and Côte d’Ivoire. In DRC, for example, the Council has decided that sanctions
would be reviewed and adjusted based on improvements in the security situation and progress in security
sector reform (in particular integration of rebel groups into the Congolese Army and completion of a
concomitant disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration program).22 The Council did not indicate
what level of reforms would trigger lifting of sanctions, however. In Côte d’Ivoire, the Council
conditioned removal of sanctions on holding free and fair elections. The Council said it would lift
sanctions three months after such an event.23 Such guidance on steps required for lifting sanctions is
helpful to targeted states and also to assistance providers, who can tailor assistance accordingly. The
conditions can also be built into PSO mandates, as they have in the DRC, Ivorian, and Liberian cases.
The Council has not authorized additional people to adequately fulfill missions’ mandates to monitor
sanctions and provide support to Panels, nor have missions been adequately budgeted to do so. The
absence of such support is compounded by a lack of political backing, which senior mission officials have
interpreted as a sign that sanctions monitoring and enforcement are less important than implementing the
rest of their Council mandates. This impression can only be strengthened when mission officials note that,
to date, the Council has not been willing to hold the host state and other sanctions violators accountable,
even when mission and Panel both have provided evidence of violations. In the absence of such higherlevel political backing, mission officials argued that they could not be expected to apply strong pressure
on host-state government themselves. They suggested that key states (from among the Council’s five
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permanent members or relevant regional powers) should take on that role. In some cases, mission officials
said that if the Security Council wanted the mission to pressure the government in this way, it needed to
give the mission an executive (law enforcement) mandate. Officials added that if the Council wanted
Panel recommendations to be better implemented, it needed to support them openly and encourage other
Member States to do so as well.
A counter-argument remains, however, that improved sanctions implementation, particularly of arms and
commodity embargoes, is an integral part of key mission mandates to support DDR processes, security
sector reform, and building the rule of law. Indeed, a successful DDR process requires control of excombatant weapons, which in turn implies control of weapons flows. Similarly, building an effective,
impartial, and legitimate security sector requires not only control of weapons, but also proper training in
their management. It also requires that security forces not illegally exploit natural resources, resort to
illegal taxation of civilians, or otherwise prey on civilians rather than protect them. As such, it is clear that
sanctions monitoring, and ultimately enforcement, are key to the successful implementation of the PSO’s
mandate. Recognizing this reality and adjusting the force posture accordingly therefore should be a
priority for mission leadership. In other words, it is necessary to better recognize the cross-cutting nature
of embargo monitoring and the possibilities that leveraging that mandate across mission activities
represents for the mission’s larger success and ability to avert future crises.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
Based on discussions with Panel members, officials at DPKO and DPA in New York, and Member State
officials, it is clear that cooperation between Panels of Experts and peace operations is insufficient, lacks
consistency, and requires better procedures to ensure that mutually reinforcing mandates are better
implemented. While mission and DPKO officials, as well as Member State officials, expressed
understandable concerns over the need for missions to balance their host-state support mandates with the
requirements of sanctions, more needs to be done to ensure that Panel information and findings are better
leveraged. Indeed, Panel findings could be better used, both by PSOs and Member States, to build the rule
of law in host countries. Finally, efforts to train personnel to better monitor sanctions need to be
systematized, based on lessons learned by Panel members and mission officials who work together on
such training.
In short, cooperation with Panels varies between and within missions. Key challenges include missions’
lack of knowledge about Panel mandates; poor procedures for introducing Panel members and their work
to key mission personnel; unclear guidance from mission leadership and UN headquarters as to how much
Panels and peace operations are expected to work together and share information; and risks perceived
regarding such sharing, from both Panel and mission perspectives. The following section offers details
from cases on each of these issues.
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–2 –
CASE EXAMPLES: DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO,
LIBERIA, AND CÔTE D’IVOIRE

I

n setting up interviews in DRC (MONUC), Liberia (UNMIL), and Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI), the author
endeavored to discuss the issues laid out in the previous section with comparable components in each
mission, but found that Panels interacted with different components in each mission. This section outlines
findings from discussions with mission officials, and provides Panel views on interactions with relevant
mission components.

MONUC24
Cooperation between the DRC Panel and MONUC varied across mission components from excellent to
non-existent, and personal relationships between Panel experts and mission officials varied from collegial
to near-confrontational. The DRC Panel’s November 2009 report thanks certain units for their
cooperation, notably the JMAC, DDR, the Office of the DSRSG for Rule of Law, and certain military
offices.25 The lack of acknowledgments to the Office of the SRSG, and the Security Council’s request that
MONUC improve cooperation from certain units (particularly child protection),26 matched the author’s
experience in interviews with both Panel members and mission officials, who were cognizant of
shortcomings in cooperation. Senior MONUC officials pointed to a weekly information-sharing
mechanism as evidence of good mission cooperation with the DRC Panel. Panel members noted,
however, that weekly reports (of information gathered by MONUC for the Panel’s use) arrived late
(which mission officials acknowledged), were heavily edited, and often excluded raw data that Panel
experts need to follow up in their work. In some cases, MONUC officials argued that other priorities,
such as the organization of elections, meant that MONUC did not have sufficient capacity to give the
Panel logistical support.27 MONUC officials also argued that many MONUC units do not have a clear
idea of their role either in monitoring sanctions or in working with the Panel.

Joint Mission Analysis Cell (JMAC)
The MONUC JMAC has had a very close relationship with the Panel. The JMAC has served as the main
contact point for the Panel and information sharing is two-way. Both Panel and mission officials
attributed this cooperation to the good relationships that successive Panels have built with respective
chiefs of the JMAC, who at the time that research for this paper was conducted was a former Panel
member (for Liberia and Sierra Leone), and was familiar with the information needs of the Panels and the
challenges they face. Still, when MONUC needs to formally share sensitive information with the Panel, it
must first seek permission from UN DPKO Headquarters in New York (although interviews suggested
that MONUC senior leadership had set this requirement so that New York would carry the responsibility
for releasing information). The JMAC itself also strives to maintain its independence from the Panel and
has struggled to support both the mission and the Panel: at the time of research it suffered from a 50
percent vacancy rate that diminished its presence in such key towns as Goma and Bukavu, capitals of
North and South Kivu provinces, which have suffered from both serious violence and significant
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smuggling of embargoed goods—activities that tend to be mutually supporting.v To increase MONUC’s
capacity to monitor the sanctions, the JMAC, mission officials, and the Panel have also worked together
to train embargo monitoring teams.

Rule of Law and Human Rights
Because of openly overlapping mandates of the MONUC Office of the DSRSG for Rule of Law and the
UN’s Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), the DRC Panel has worked closely
with both. The Office of the DSRSG for Rule of Law has found Panel reports useful, and has collaborated
with the Panel to examine rule of law issues throughout the DRC. In the context of MONUC’s
Stabilization Strategy, one important area of cooperation with the Panel has been the work to stabilize
mining areas in the Kivus, especially by increasing capacity at government-controlled minerals trading
centers. MONUC will work to build capacity at the trading centers, while the Panel will continue to work
on recommendations to improve due diligence by companies who import natural resources from the DRC
(including their increased use of the government trading centers to ensure the proper taxes are being
paid). On human rights issues, the Panel usually obtained information directly from OHCHR in Geneva
because the OHCHR team in Kinshasa was merged with the MONUC human rights office and
downsized.28

Child Protection
The role of the DRC Panel with regard to child protection has been contentious. The Panel was first
tasked with monitoring the recruitment of child soldiers, initially at the insistence of France, in July
2006.29 MONUC child protection officers have objected to the Panel’s research methodology, in
particular re-interviewing children who are alleged victims of violence. Panel members countered that
they must conduct follow-up interviews to meet evidence requirements set for the Panel as a whole.
Child protection officers have been leery of naming alleged rights abusers, in part because follow-up has
been so rare: alleged perpetrators have typically neither been brought to justice locally, nor has the
Security Council added them to sanctions lists. Indeed, as of early 2009 (when the sanctions list was last
made publicly available), three individuals (out of 19 targeted persons) had been listed for their role in
using child soldiers, a much smaller number than the evidence provided by either child protection or the
Panel would suggest.30 MONUC officials stressed that they are not in a position to provide physical
protection to children whose alleged abusers are publicly named (in UN reports or otherwise) or to their
families. While some Panel reports did name officers suspected of particularly egregious abuses, both
MONUC officials and Panel members expressed concern that the only result of naming known child
abusers would be reprisals against victims.31 Panel members argued that names should be provided to the
Council to give it the opportunity to sanction individuals appropriately. However, because the Council
has so seldom acted on these findings, mission officials have been reluctant to share information in this
area.32
The International Criminal Court’s Trial of Thomas Lubanga, a former rebel leader charged with a war
crime, conscripting, recruiting, and using child soldiers for the Patriotic Forces for the Liberation of
v

Typical UN mission vacancy rates are closer to 25 to 30 percent. The specialist skills required for JMAC employment have
made it more difficult to recruit qualified personnel. Mission leadership has focused on building JMAC capacity at headquarters
and had not, as of October 2009, authorized deployment of JMAC offices in the East, although JMAC personnel traveled to these
areas as necessary.
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Congo (the military arm of the Union of Congolese Patriots), has presented another challenge for missionPanel cooperation on child protection.33 Lubanga was arrested in March 2006. The trial had initially been
scheduled in June 2008, but was delayed over concerns about the Court’s ability to give Mr. Lubanga a
fair trial, which finally began in January 2009. The evidence used against Lubanga relies on victim
testimony and the testimony of MONUC child protection officers. But the trial, the ICC’s first, at the time
of writing had been halted and an order to release Lubanga had been appealed. The possibility that the
trial may not go forward has impacted child protection officers’ views on the value of assisting the Panel
because when the trial has stalled for technical reasons rather than evidence or legal merits of the case,
even international justice mechanisms are unable to follow up with the evidence provided.

Office of the SRSG
Panel relationships with the SRSG have not been as positive. Former SRSG Alan Doss may sometimes
have viewed the DRC Panels as impediments to good relationships with national authorities but
reportedly also recognized that the Panel reports could help raise sensitive issues.34 During his tenure,
former SRSG William Swing had issued a mission-wide directive to all mission components, requesting
them to gather (and appropriately channel to the Panel) information on arms embargo violations. Senior
MONUC officials, however, expressed concerns with repeated leaks of the Panel’s final reports. Such
leaks should be avoided in the interest of building trust with the mission and ensuring that offices
mentioned in the report have a chance to reply before the report is published. Officials interviewed in the
mission components indicated that they had not received guidance on how to cooperate with the Panel or
on how to leverage Panel findings, as appropriate, to complete their own mandated tasks.

Panel Views
Panel members serving at the time the interviews were conducted recognized the wide-ranging support
they received from the political affairs officer who accompanied them from New York. However, they
viewed support from the DPA Sanctions Branch more broadly as insufficient. They also acknowledged
close cooperation with certain mission offices but noted that overall support received from the mission
was limited. MONUC’s requirements for obtaining logistical support were considered especially
cumbersome (something mission officials acknowledged). Panel members pointed to the lack of
institutionalized cooperation even when their mandates explicitly required such cooperation. Panel
members reported having requested that a one page aide-memoire be sent across the mission delineating
the Panel’s mandate and suggesting parameters for cooperation. This request was denied by the Office of
the SRSG. Panel members also noted that they thought it was unnecessary for mission officials to edit and
compile data reports for the Panel; that simply sending information as it arose, even if the data was not as
polished, would facilitate their investigations.
Panel members noted that some mission officials viewed the Panel as coming under the authority of the
mission, which translated into a perception that permission from senior MONUC officials was required
for the Panel to conduct its work in the DRC. In practice, the mission’s perspective has meant that
requests to travel (through Movement of Personnel orders) have occasionally been denied, causing Panel
members to seek alternative means of traveling to certain areas, even when they believed that events
required their immediate presence in given locations. Panel members have always required a security
clearance from the UN Department of Safety and Security (UNDSS), but this has not normally flowed
through the SRSG. Panel members did acknowledge that they must abide by mission security and safety
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guidelines, but pointed to cases where Panel requests for travel were denied even when UN mission staff
was traveling to the areas themselves. Security was obviously not a concern in such cases.vi

UNMIL35
Cooperation with UNMIL was productive and substantive. Cooperation with the Panel spanned from the
mission’s leadership to the military forces and civilian offices. Liberia was also the only country where
the Panel existed before the mission deployed. (The Liberia Panel was created in 2001, while the mission
deployed in the fall of 2003.) This meant that the Panel provided support to the mission (ranging from
political and historical context and analysis, to advice on where to obtain accommodations and offices)
even as UNMIL deployed.36 As a whole, mission officials have found the Panel helpful, agree with its
findings, and are pleased to work closely with the experts. Mission officials said that Panel work and the
ensuing reports have been useful to the mission because the Panel can go into more depth in its
investigations. Officials also argued that the Liberia Panel’s “regional” mandate and the resulting regional
analyses it has provided were important for the mission precisely because these were areas where the
mission lacked capacity. While some Panel findings have made the mission’s relationships with key
ministries tricky, mission officials have been able to emphasize the Panel’s independence.

Civil Affairs Unit
Within UNMIL, the Civil Affairs Unit has served as the focal point for the Panel. Despite clear guidelines
in terms of substantive cooperation, the unit did not have clear instructions on how to treat Panel members
when it came to administrative matters (such as priority rank for travel authorization). They also lacked
clear procedures for billing Panel-incurred costs (e.g., paying for driver overtime). Nonetheless, the Civil
Affairs Unit has arranged accommodations, vehicles, and necessary transport for the Panel to mining and
forestry areas, in addition to providing workstations at UNMIL headquarters. (The military component of
UNMIL also has provided support and security for Panel travel throughout Liberia.)
In addition, the Civil Affairs Unit has organized Panel meetings with ministries, particularly when new
Panel members required introductions. One challenge of having Civil Affairs serve as the focal point,
however, was that other mission units sometimes wrongly assumed that they should obtain permission
from both Civil Affairs and the mission Chief of Staff to share information or provide support.37 The
mission did not view providing the Panel with this kind of support as an impediment to achieving its
mandate; Liberian authorities understand the difference between the mission and the Panel, and view the
two as having different roles. Although the Panel has sometimes withheld sensitive information from the
mission—sharing it only immediately prior to publication of the Panel report—most of the information it
has gathered has been rapidly and widely shared with the mission.

Political Affairs
While the Panel and the Political Affairs Unit of UNMIL have long worked together, Panel members
reported that information sharing with this unit was sometimes a challenge. The unit is responsible for
explaining to targeted individuals the procedures they should follow to seek an exemption to the sanctions
or request removal of their names from the sanctions list, and those procedures are unclear.vii
vi

In other words, denials for travel permission gave the impression that the SRSG may have blocked the Panel from traveling
when it was politically inconvenient for the mission.
vii
Political Affairs officers have found it difficult to explain how the sanctions follow legal due process for individuals. They also
have found it difficult to explain why some people have been targeted while others have not, why sanctions that have been in
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In the view of political affairs officers, the Panel provided helpful additional support for verifying the
weapons embargo (which was lifted in 2009), but they argued that the Panel’s work on diamonds could
easily be done by officials from the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme.38 Panel members countered
that they play an important role in independently assessing Liberia’s compliance, and that given the role
of diamonds in fuelling conflict, it is important to continue monitoring this area.
Finally, an emerging challenge for individual sanctions in Liberia, political affairs officers explained,
would be the Security Council’s response to the Liberia Truth and Reconciliation Report, which was
released in 2009.39 The report, which was based on investigations and public hearings, details abuses that
occurred throughout the long Liberian conflict. Political and business leaders were interviewed by the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and openly discussed their role in the conflict, in some
cases for the first time. The TRC then recommended sanctions—ranging from prosecution to the
imposition of fines and/or ineligibility to be elected to public office—based on these revelations. UNMIL
officials were concerned that targeted individuals might be unsure of whether they were being sanctioned
by the UN, the TRC and Liberian authorities, or both. They explained that the TRC’s proposed sanctions
list did not completely match the remaining UN list. Given the impact of UN sanctions, however, and the
fact they were imposed on the basis of alleged involvement in the war, mission officials argued that a
formal link needed to be made between the TRC’s report and the imposition or removal of sanctions.viii

Joint Mission Analysis Cell
The Liberia JMAC works closely with other JMACs in the region and, on instruction from the SRSG, has
cooperated closely with the Panel to share information, though not on a daily basis. Panel members
argued that the failure to share daily information resulted in gaps in their ability to analyze trends.
Mission officials countered that daily reports often contain inaccurate and unverified information that
should not serve as the basis for further investigation. They therefore have shared information only when
they felt it had been sufficiently verified or would benefit from additional Panel examination.

Office of the SRSG
In Liberia, the Panel and the SRSG have cooperated very closely and the Panel has benefited from an
open door policy with the SRSG’s office. SRSG Løj’s case is unusual, however, because she had
previously served in New York as the Chair of the Sanctions Committee for Liberia, read all the reports,
met the experts, and been extensively briefed on the Panel’s work. Moreover, in Liberia, the SRSG
largely serves as a conduit to requests for exemptions from sanctions or removal from the sanctions list,
forwarding all such requests to the DPA Liberia focal point in New York. This has allowed the SRSG to
maintain a relationship with targeted individuals and to better understand some of the limitations UNMIL
has faced in monitoring sanctions implementation. Former SRSG Doss also reportedly worked closely
with the Panel while heading UNMIL.

place since 2003 have not been more routinely modified, and what ramifications the potential acquittal of targeted individuals by
local or international courts would have on their sanctions status. Mission officials therefore said clearer procedures for removal
from sanctions lists need to be publicly promulgated.
viii
While efforts have been made to improve procedures for de-listing, mission officials were typically familiar only with basic
requirements as listed through the Sanctions Committee’s website. Officials were usually not aware of broader efforts on due
process, including the appointment of a focal point for delisting and in the case of counter-terrorism sanctions of an
ombudsperson. The ombudsperson mechanism may be extended to other sanctions regimes.
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Box 2

A Host State Perspective: The View from a Liberian Ministry

In interviews at a Liberian ministry, officials argued that the Panel of Experts for Liberia is too intrusive
and demands access to too much detailed information. On the flip side, officials pointed to the Panel’s
thoroughness and the fact that its investigators double check everything. Officials felt there was no
duplication between the work of the Panel and UNMIL’s work. Host state officials appreciate the fact
that, prior to publication, Panel members inform host state officials of their findings and give them an
opportunity to respond. Conversely, officials argued that the Panel did seem to be duplicating the work
of the Kimberley Process. According to several host state officials, the Panel is no longer useful for
monitoring the trade in diamonds. Authorities continue to cooperate but Liberian officials believe that
the Kimberley Process provides sufficient oversight, and that the Kimberley Process Certification
Scheme could provide the UN with its report. In short, while government officials agreed with Panel
findings, they find cooperating with the Panel onerous and wish that its findings included
recommendations for assistance to the host state and its neighbors that are geared to implementing those
findings.
Panel members countered that their work has a different focus than the Kimberley Process, and that
Panel investigations had uncovered challenges not found by the Kimberley Process team. Moreover, the
Panel’s mandate includes more than diamond monitoring. Because of the importance of diamonds in
funding conflict in Liberia, and because of the linkages between the diamond trade and other
commodities, Panel members feel this part of their mandate remains important.
Source: Author interviews, Liberian officials, Fall 2009.

Panel Views
Panel members reported a productive relationship with the mission, in particular with the Office of the
SRSG, the Civil Affairs Unit, JMAC, UNPOL, the military command, and DDRRR. Panel members have
routinely asked the SRSG’s office for assistance. In addition, the Civil Affairs Unit has offered wideranging assistance even beyond its role as a focal point for the Panel. Panel members also reported that
while Liberian authorities were sometimes slow to respond to meeting requests, the meetings themselves
were typically cordial and productive, with Liberian authorities openly sharing information.

UNOCI40
Cooperation between UNOCI and the Panel has been widespread, significant, and productive. The Panel
benefited from its first two Chairs’ extensive experience in the region and their prior professional
relationships with senior UNOCI officials, which facilitated cooperation from the outset. The Panel’s
October 2009 report thanked the embargo cell for its assistance, a sense of cooperation that was also
projected in interviews.41 UNOCI has been the only mission with an integrated embargo cell. The cell has
served as the focal point for the Panel, and has given it extensive administrative and substantive support.
In fact, it could serve as model for integration between peace operations and Panels of Experts. That
being said, the case of Côte d’Ivoire should be considered different because, of the countries examined so
far, it is the only one where state institutions were not completely destroyed.42 In fact, Ivorian institutions
have remained functional; unfortunately, they also have routinely impeded the implementation of
sanctions by refusing both UNOCI and the Panel access to certain military and government facilities, in
particular those of the Presidential Guard.
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The UNOCI Embargo Cell
The present UNOCI embargo cell was created at the direction of the SRSG of UNOCI in August 2006
following a recommendation by the Group of Experts.43 The integrated embargo cell is unique in the UN
system, with civilian, police, and military expertise: it falls under UNOCI headquarters operations and its
chief reports directly to the DSRSG for Rule of Law. 44 The cell is led by a civilian chief and the deputy is
a military officer with the rank of colonel. Civilian members include a customs expert, a diamonds expert
(UN Volunteer), an information analyst, an outreach officer (whose role is to inform local NGOs about
the embargo’s purpose and role), and an administrative manager/database manager. The team includes
two other military officers and three police officers who help to organize and conduct inspections of
relevant facilities.
According to officials within the cell, the unit’s work would be more effective with the addition of one
weapons expert and two additional customs experts (the one customs expert at the time of interview was
on a six month contract, seconded from Switzerland). The Panel has long concurred with UNOCI’s views
on the need for additional embargo expertise within the mission. As early as 2005, the Panel
recommended that UNOCI hire a full-time customs expert.45 The Panel also recommended in 2006 that
UNOCI create a permanent ports inspection unit, which would be charged with inspecting all types of
incoming cargo.46 Finally, in 2009, the group recommended that a permanent arms expert be hired to
improve the cell’s weapons identification and arms trade expertise.47
The UNOCI embargo cell has provided the Panel with both administrative and substantive support.ix
Because its administrative manager also manages the weapons database, the Panel’s weapons expert has
trained the administrative manager in weapons identification, and the manager trains mission military
observers and police, in turn. The embargo cell realizes that this arrangement is not ideal.
Because civilian experts from the cell have usually traveled with the corresponding Panel experts during
their time in Côte d’Ivoire, information sharing has been easy. In the view of UNOCI officials, the
Panel’s composition was appropriate and productive, and its experts were able perform in-depth
investigations outside of Côte d’Ivoire where embargo cell officials could not travel. This permitted the
incorporation of important regional and global links in embargo-related investigations. Since July 2005,
UNOCI has sent weekly reports on monitoring hate media and monthly arms embargo monitoring reports
to the Sanctions Committee.48
The embargo cell chief has provided the Panel with protocol guidance both inside and outside the
mission, facilitating meetings with senior Ivoirian officials, providing introductions, and explaining the
purpose of both the cell and the Panel. Because such diplomatic support was time consuming, UNOCI
officials agreed that the Panel would benefit from having a recognized diplomat (from a nation considered
to be impartial about the sanctions) travel with them to make introductions and host meetings with senior
Ivoirian and international officials.

ix

During the research team’s stay in Côte d’Ivoire, the embargo cell provided wide-ranging support, including a last minute day
trip to Bouaké to observe embargo cell training for military observers/police. The cell organized meetings with all relevant
UNOCI components. The chief ordered his staff to treat the research team as they would Panel members, suggesting that the
cell’s relationship with the Panel is, indeed, very close and extremely helpful.
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The embargo cell has continued to benefit from the conditions of its creation and the high regard within
the mission accorded to its chief at the time interviews were conducted. Its work was impeded, however,
by lack of substantive cooperation from the Ivoirian authorities.

Diamonds and Customs
The embargo cell has assisted the Panel diamonds expert with investigations, often sending its own expert
along to conduct joint investigations inside Côte d’Ivoire. Embargo cell officials argued, however, that
their own expert should devote his time to monitoring diamond production areas, while the Panel should
take cues from this monitoring to follow up with in-depth investigations. In the wider region, the Panel’s
diamonds expert has conducted joint investigations in Liberia with the natural resources expert from that
Panel. Panel members noted that because their work tracks the entire chain of diamonds shipments, it
goes further than the Kimberley Process for control of conflict diamonds.
The embargo cell customs expert has benefited from similarly close cooperation with the Panel, although
customs work for the cell exceeded what one person could reasonably track, including review of all air
manifests, but only less than half of shipping manifests for planes and ships entering and leaving the
country.49 Embargo cell officials recognized that being able to inspect only a portion of manifests limits
the value of their effort, so increasing capacity would improve the cell’s ability to track these shipments.
Improved data analysis by the embargo cell would also be useful to the Panel’s work.

Training for Military Observers and UN Police
UNOCI has tasked teams of military observers and police with monitoring embargoes. The teams did not
receive pre-deployment training in embargo monitoring. UNOCI’s embargo cell provided training inmission, twice per month (to accommodate the frequent rotation of military observers into and out of
mission) and has routinely incorporated lessons learned from previous trainings in each new session. The
training has been conducted in both French and English. The integrated civil-military nature of the
embargo cell has helped to ensure that training goes beyond basic weapon identification, to weapons
tracking and other variables key to effective monitoring. Still, some observers interviewed indicated that
they had not received training for embargo monitoring until several months into a six month deployment.
Since early 2009, the Panel’s arms expert has worked with the embargo cell to develop a training
handbook to include lessons learned and improved instructions for monitoring. In addition, the Panel’s
and the embargo cell’s diamond experts have jointly developed training materials for diamonds
monitoring. Such efforts have reportedly improved the usefulness to the Panel of the information
collected by the observers.

Cooperation with the JMAC and Joint Operations Center
Cooperation with the JMAC by the Panel and the embargo cell has been uneven, due in part to civilian
leadership issues in the JMAC staff, leading both the embargo cell and the Panel to work more closely
with the mission Joint Operations Center (JOC) instead, and the embargo cell has lost some of JMAC’s
analytic support. This has been mitigated in part by the cell having its own civilian information analyst.
Military officers in UNOCI explained that although the embargo was imposed under Chapter VII of the
UN Charter, UNOCI has not taken an enforcement approach to it. Thus, for example, personnel have been
directed not to conduct surprise inspections despite having the capacity to do so across the country.
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In Bouaké, the military component has worked closely with the embargo cell and the Panel to support the
work of the military observers and the UN Police, providing security for embargo-related inspections.
UNOCI has had eight observer teams stationed in that city, including four that work within 40km of the
borders. For inspections, the teams were usually half military observers and half UN police, and worked
closely with the embargo cell on a continuing basis and with the Panel when it was in the area. The teams
used procedures for inspections provided by the embargo cell and distributed the training manual that was
developed by the Panel and the embargo cell. The manual describes basic procedures for conducting arms
and diamonds inspections, with photographs of the weapons most likely to be encountered and
suggestions for photographing diamond mining areas. It provides guidance on scheduling such
inspections and the most productive ways to work with authorities on these issues. The teams monitored
the border, but did not routinely inspect cargo. Panel reports have been useful to them but the observer
teams’ embargo enforcement roles have sometimes caused disagreements with local authorities.

Human Rights
Historically, the Panel has not worked with the UNOCI Human Rights Unit, whose personnel said in
interviews that they had never met a Panel member or read any Panel reports, although their offices were
close by. After the conclusion of field research for this report, however, a change in the Panel’s mandate
required closer cooperation with the Human Rights Unit, and that cooperation was expected to be
productive.50
Human Rights Officers argued that individual sanctions were contentious and that there appeared to be
little follow up on the continuing activities of targeted individuals, especially with regard to lifting
sanctions. Some people listed years ago had done nothing since to warrant continued listing but continued
to lack access to bank accounts and personal assets affected by sanctions.
Box 3

Working with the Ivoirian Authorities: A Different Set of Challenges

When Ivoirian officials agreed to schedule a meeting with the Panel, they usually listened to findings
and recommendations on sanctions implementation, but then failed to act on any of them. Such passive
resistance has not been limited to sanctions monitoring: the mission has faced similar challenges across
its mandate. In addition, Ivoirian authorities have long denied the applicability of the sanctions to some
of their institutions. Despite numerous clarifications to the contrary by the Security Council, the
authorities have continued to insist that the Presidential Guard does not fall within the purview of
sanctions monitoring. As a result, Presidential Guard weapon stocks have not been examined or tracked.
Similarly, some officials have routinely refused to meet with Panel members and have failed to answer
written requests for information.
Sources: Author interviews; See also S/RES/1893 (2009) and S/RES/1842(2008); United Nations, Report of the
Group of Experts on Côte d’Ivoire, S/2009/521, paras. 14-16.

Police, Civil Affairs, and Best Practices
The UN Police (UNPOL) have worked with the Panel and the embargo cell, although this relationship
was sometimes challenging. UNPOL felt that the Panel and embargo cell both could do more to explain
their roles, their expectations of the police, and the procedures for enforcing the embargo or obtaining
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exemptions. The Civil Affairs Unit has frequently shared information with the Panel, but believed the
Panel could do more to share information in return.
The best practices officer for UNOCI has worked closely with the embargo cell to evaluate and improve
its performance. A joint study found that the cell cooperated effectively with other mission components
and provided valuable support to the Panel. The evaluation also found, however, that the effectiveness of
the cell was hampered by its lack of an arms expert, the shortage of capacity in customs, and continuing
delays in training for military observers and UNPOL. The best practices officer has worked closely with
the cell to develop evaluation mechanisms for these training efforts and the training manual noted
earlier.51

French Forces in Côte d’Ivoire52
In Côte d’Ivoire, the Panel has also interacted with the French forces of Operation Licorne, which in turn
work closely with the UNOCI embargo cell. The Panel has requested information from the Licorne
liaison officer at UNOCI, who then transmits the request to Paris. Information is then shared as
appropriate. Licorne has provided overflights, photographs, and other such information. Licorne officers
also reported that the Panel is useful to them because downsizing of the French presence has reduced its
intelligence collection capacity. Events in the region (such as the fall 2009 crisis in neighboring Guinea)
have increased the importance of such capacity. The Panel’s work to track helicopters and who owns
them, for example, has been of particular interest to French forces. However, Licorne’s relations with the
Panel have remained challenged by the four-month rotations of its liaison officers.

Office of the SRSG
In UNOCI, while the SRSG mandated the creation of the embargo cell and mandated support for it,
mission leadership, in order to maintain good relationships with Ivoirian officials, has had to distance
itself from the embargo mandate. Given how little Ivoirian authorities abide by the sanctions in the first
place, the SRSG’s focus has caused confusion for some mission units by limiting their ability to take a
tougher stand with their Ivoirian interlocutors.
Mission leadership has viewed its role as supportive of Ivoirian authorities, and has thus been reluctant to
push them to more actively implement the sanctions, in effect condoning violations through inaction.
Mission officials have also expressed frustration, however, at what they described as the lack of highlevel political backing for the mission and implementation of the sanctions regime, that is, from the
Security Council and from leaders in relevant great power and regional capitals. Officials from such states
made clear in interviews that, given the ongoing political crisis in Côte d’Ivoire, antagonizing the
authorities over the sanctions issue would be counter-productive. If authorities’ views were otherwise,
and/or mission leadership had the high-level support it contends is needed to pressure the authorities,
existing mission-Panel collaboration on sanctions could make the sanctions effective.53

Panel Views
Panel members for Côte d’Ivoire reported a productive working relationship with UNOCI, and in
particular with the embargo cell, which they uniformly described as extremely helpful and responsible for
an important education campaign within the mission on the role and importance of the embargo. Panel
members reported good working relationships with French forces. Within UNOCI, Panel members noted
that the work of the Panel (as well as that of the embargo cell) was hampered by lack of leadership within
the JMAC, and the ensuing lack of high-level analysis within the mission. They noted that they have
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continued to share information and work with the JMAC despite these challenges. Panel members, in a
sentiment echoed by officials throughout the mission, argued that the JMAC process for disseminating
information to other mission units was cumbersome and prevented analysis from other units from being
integrated into ongoing assessments. JMAC assessments were therefore devalued in the eyes of other
units. Finally, Panel members noted the lack of cooperation and sanctions enforcement on the part of
Ivoirian authorities.
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–3 –
IMPROVING COOPERATION AND IMPLEMENTATION:
PANELS OF EXPERTS, PEACE OPERATIONS, MEMBER
STATES, AND THE SECURITY COUNCIL

P

anel-PSO cooperation can and does occur but, as we have seen, Panel members, mission staff, and
UN headquarters personnel argued that cooperation was hampered not only by unclear mandates, but
also by lack of clear guidelines for such cooperation. The Secretariat has recently issued Provisional
Guidelines for DPKO support to Panels. This section begins with a discussion of the new guidelines and
then outlines areas where the guidelines could be extended to make it easier for missions and the
Secretariat to support Panels. It then discusses how Member States and assistance providers could use
Panel findings to better effect. Finally, it discusses steps for improving sanctions implementation, follow
up on Panel recommendations and overall cooperation between Panels and PSOs.

THE GUIDELINES FOR DPKO COOPERATION WITH PANELS OF EXPERTS
Lack of understanding in missions regarding Panels’ mandates has been a pervasive problem with
repercussions not only for mission information sharing with Panels, but also for the UN’s ability to
effectively monitor sanctions and help the host state build capacity that will prompt the Security Council
to lift sanctions. Mission officials argued for institutionalized cooperation and, together with Panel
members and officials at DPA and DPKO, supported guidelines or standard operating procedures (SOPs)
for Panel/mission interactions. Mission and DPA officials argued that SOPs should not be too detailed,
but should mandate cooperation and interaction, thus addressing the challenges posed by mission units
that failed to cooperate with Panels.54
After consultations between DPKO and DPA, the DPA Security Council Affairs Division Subsidiary
Organs Branch distributed “Provisional Guidelines for DPKO Mission on support to Security Council
Panels.”55 The three page guidelines outline expectations for peace operations’ support to Panels in three
major categories: logistics/administrative, security, and substantive.
Concerning logistics and administration, the guidelines recommend that missions establish a “Panel
Coordination and Support Mechanism.” This function should fall under the direct authority of the
mission’s Chief of Staff to ensure that cooperation is viewed as important within the mission. The Chief
of Staff should then ensure that a relevant focal point (with alternates) is designated within the mission.
They explain that in some cases, missions and Panels may wish to develop written agreements on
cooperation. Given the challenges that Panel members have faced in obtaining support, it is clear that the
guidelines should be more specific in their recommendation for establishing a focal point. The focal point
needs to be sufficiently senior within the mission. In addition, the focal point’s duties need to be better
specified, and should include: providing mission units with information about the Panel’s composition
and mandate; providing initial introductions (though perhaps, in order to give appropriate weight to Panel
work, such initial introductions should be made by the Chief of Staff rather than delegated to a focal
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point); gathering relevant information from mission units on behalf of the Panel; helping to make travel
and other logistical arrangements; and generally helping the Panel interact with mission staff.
The missions visited have already established such focal points, though they varied in their location
within the mission. For MONUC, the Panel’s main point of contact until October 2009 was the Chief of
Political Affairs in Kinshasa. Since then, that role has been taken over by the JMAC, though the mission’s
single Economic Affairs Officer (who is not within the JMAC) has been charged with providing weekly
reports and natural resource-related information to the Panel. In Goma, the Head of Eastern Coordination
is the Panel’s main point of contact. As noted earlier, the confusion in MONUC over the role of the point
of contact has resulted in less systematic information-sharing. For UNOCI, the main point of contact is
the embargo cell. For UNMIL, it is Civil Affairs, although the SRSG maintains an open-door policy for
Panel members.
In addition, the guidelines instruct missions to provide Panels with “all possible logistic support without
compromising the mission’s core mandated activities or mandated resources, subject to operational
exigencies.” Support may include provision of office space, accommodation, transportation, and
communication and safety equipment. The details of this support should be agreed upon with senior
mission support officials upon the Panel’s arrival. In using these resources, Panel members will have to
abide by relevant mission rules. To facilitate this support, a DPA officer should work out, in advance,
how the mission will be reimbursed for this support. The relevant mission focal point, working with the
Panel’s coordinator, should then file an expense report with the DPA officer.
Concerning security, the guidelines specify that Panels must work within the mission’s UNDSS
guidelines, adding that “movements of the Panels may be restricted only on security grounds.” As we
have seen, Panels must obtain UNDSS “clearance” prior to travel. This is normally not a problem, so long
as Panel members are held to the same standard as mission staff.
On information-sharing between the mission and the Panels, the guidelines recommend substantive
support. Specifically, missions may share “regular and analytical reports produced by the Mission for
HQ.” Missions may also provide a “standing offer of assistance in arranging interaction” with relevant
actors on the ground. Accordingly, missions are asked to provide Panels with a list of all regular reports
they produce so that Panels may determine which reports might be useful. Based on this information,
Panels and the mission are to agree on what information the Panel needs to complete its mandate. The
guidelines add that classified code cables may be shared at the discretion of the SRSG.

ASSESSMENT OF THE GUIDELINES
Officials, particularly Panel members and DPA officials, hope that the guidelines will help improve
cooperation with missions. They hope the guidelines will help ensure that missions disseminate
information to all units including a formal introduction to the Panel, an explanation of its mandate, and a
reminder to mission staff of the Council’s request for cooperation and information-sharing. As we have
seen in the missions visited, personnel cited the failure to disseminate basic information about the Panel’s
composition and mandate as one reason for initial difficulties in cooperation. Panel members cautioned
that the guidelines, as currently drafted, might have only limited effect.56 The guidelines, as currently
written, are neither sufficiently detailed nor broad enough to address the challenges discussed in this
paper that directly affect the ability of Panels—and sometimes PSOs—to monitor sanctions.
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Logistical Support
One particularly problematic aspect of the guidelines is that they caveat logistical support “subject to
operational exigencies.” While missions must first fulfill their own mandates, this caveat opens the door
for mission leadership to impede Panels’ work without offering further justification than that “the mission
had something more important to do.” In fact, given the previously discussed tendency of some mission
leadership to prioritize good relations with host states over support for sanctions, such a caveat could have
serious repercussion for a Panel’s ability to work. Moreover, the guidelines fail to recognize that as we
have seen, some missions, as part of their mandate, have a specific role in monitoring sanctions. As such,
missions should do more than support Panels only when time and resources permit. The caveat could be
interpreted to suggest that the guidelines could be read as diminishing missions’ role in sanctions
monitoring or implementation, which is hugely problematic because Panels depend on mission support to
fulfill their own Security Council mandates. This could be counterproductive for the mission as well
because it is clear that sanctions monitoring has implications for implementing a PSO’s mandate across
many mission components. If the guidelines cannot be drafted clearly to explain the necessity of logistical
and substantive support for Panels, then the Security Council should clearly state that obligation in its
mandates for PSOs.

Security Procedures
In some cases, SRSGs reportedly have prevented Panel members from going to certain areas, citing
security reasons, although the SRSGs and their staffs have continued to travel to these regions, and staff
members deployed there were not evacuated.57 If civilian staff are not being evacuated from an area, there
seems to be no reason that Panel members could not choose to travel to that area as well. When such
evacuations are necessary, the mission should also accommodate the Panel’s security needs and assist the
Panel, as instructed by the Council, in implementing its mandate. On the other hand, if only armed
military peacekeepers are present and Panel presence would require retasking personnel whose job is
protecting civilians from imminent threat, Panel members should not be permitted to travel. Overall, the
guidelines should specify that Panel members and UNDSS should have close discussions about security
constraints. When the situation warrants it, Panels should be given the opportunity to alter their travel
plans so that security concerns are sufficiently mitigated for the mission to provide the security support
the Panel requires.58

Information Sharing
In short, the guidelines suggest missions share all non-code cable reports to HQ, but provide no specific
instructions on other information-sharing. This appears to leave such decisions to senior mission officials,
and to cast such information-sharing not as mandated by the Council, but as dependent on the goodwill of
individuals. The guidelines argue that such procedures guarantee that “Panels receive factual and
comprehensive reports as opposed to an overload of irrelevant information.” As we have seen, however,
missions have different conceptions than Panels do regarding what information is relevant. Thus the
guidelines leave open the possibility that individuals, across the mission, may use their own views on
sanctions monitoring and implementation, rather than Security Council mandates, to determine which
mission information should be shared with Panels.
Panel members in turn argue that the information they gather can be broadly divided into three categories:
information that must remain confidential because sharing it would jeopardize ongoing investigations;
information that is going to be in the report, and can be either shared immediately upon request or can
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wait to be shared until publication; and tactical information, for example pertaining to current security
conditions, that could directly impact the mission’s operations. The first type of information must be kept
confidential because it is the Panel’s primary mandate to investigate potential violations, and such
investigations must not be jeopardized or tainted. A related type of information pertains to alleged
violations, which must be kept confidential until the persons or entities involved have had the opportunity
to reply.
The second type of information, the less controversial background information that will end up in Panel
reports, could be shared more widely with the mission prior to publication. The third type, which in fact is
sometimes less useful to Panel reports and investigations, should be shared with missions with the
understanding that Panel members may not be able to reveal from whom and where they received it. Such
information could be shared if it could be appropriately sanitized by Panel members beforehand so that
sharing does not threaten the safety of the source. More specifically, information uncovered by Panel
members that pertains to the safety of an upcoming UN mission activity should be shared with mission
officials as quickly as possible. Similarly, information that concerns civilians under imminent threat of
violence should also be shared immediately. Finally, information that could contribute to the mission
taking immediate action to implement the embargo or improve its deterrent posture, for example the
location of arms caches or information regarding a new transit point for illegal trade in resources, should
also be shared as soon as possible. In all cases, mission personnel must accept the condition that Panel
members may not be able to release the source of information, make a decision to investigate the claim
themselves, and act accordingly. Updated guidelines could usefully list these three categories, and
propose a way to more purposefully direct information sharing between missions and panels.

Performance Incentives
The guidelines should also include DPKO and DPA agreement to monitor the effectiveness of the
assistance and support they provide to Panels. In addition, providing adequate support should be a formal
component of performance evaluations for the relevant headquarters officers and their managers, both in
DPA and DPKO— undoubtedly a complex proposition but if such tasks are considered essential then
their completion should be part of such reviews. Doing so will help incentivize both Departments to give
cooperation and support the importance that Security Council mandates require.59

STEPS FOR IMPROVED IMPLEMENTATION OF PANEL RECOMMENDATIONS
This section discusses suggested steps to improve the usefulness of Panel reports, the role of different
actors, including PSOs, Sanctions Committees, Member States, and the Council itself, in following up on
Panel findings, and steps to improve sanctions themselves so that cooperation becomes easier and followup more systematic.

Usefulness of Reports
Because Panel reports are perceived as authoritative, some Member States, particularly European
governments, Canada, the US, and increasingly countries such as Angola, DRC, and Liberia, have used
them to set policy and provide impetus for giving (or requesting) assistance. Panel reports have also
helped officials explain the necessity of some assistance to the targeted state or regional countries.60
Despite such decisions, mission and Member State officials repeatedly expressed frustration that
“nothing” happens after a report is published. This failure to act has multiple implications. While
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effective sanctions implementation cannot be conflated with effective peacebuilding, it is clear that
sanctions implementation, particularly when it requires capacity building in host and regional states, can
contribute to peacebuilding. This section discusses these challenges and outlines potential solutions
proposed by Member State and mission officials.

Panel Recommendations and Meeting Expectations for Their Implementation
In some cases, Panel findings can be problematic because they create expectations that Member States—
and the mission—will step in. When missions and Member States fail to do so, host-state citizens can be
disappointed that such expectations are not met. This can have more serious implications than mere
disappointment: failure to support institutional and economic development can jeopardize a mission’s
mandate to bring peace and security; and in the shorter term, of course, can threaten a mission’s
legitimacy.
In some cases, the failure to follow up could also have more serious consequences. Indeed, mission
officials, particularly human rights and child protection officials, as we have seen, have been reluctant to
share information with Panels for fear that when allegations are published and perpetrators not detained
by host-state authorities, they will simply seek revenge on those they deem responsible for telling on
them. On a related level, officials noted that recommendations relating to host and regional state capacity
were often not addressed.
Member state officials, along with Panel members, noted that in some limited cases, Panel report
recommendations had led to slight modifications in the mandates of peace operations, as in DRC or
Sudan, where challenges in Panel/peace operation cooperation led to more explicit Security Council
mandates requesting support from relevant missions.
Despite clear mandates for cooperation and information sharing, mission officials argued that they would
increase their cooperation with Panels only when host states, Member States, and the Security Council
make their commitment to follow up on findings and recommendations clear and actionable. They added
that doing so, particularly in cases where providing institutional support to the host state was required,
would entail increasing support to the missions to implement this part of their mandate. Mission officials
should also be expected to examine their entire mandate to determine whether certain tasks could be
better integrated not just with sanctions monitoring tasks but also with capacity building efforts related to
sanctions implementation. As with other efforts, they could more systematically use the requirement to
build capacity to implement and monitor sanctions as one of their arguments for raising extra-budgetary
funds for their institutional capacity building programs.

Panel Reports and a “Game Plan” for Fixing Problems?
Mission and Member State officials, in interviews, explained that while Panel reports were interesting,
they could be more useful if they were more specific and if Panels were mandated to provide more
actionable advice on how to curb sanctions-breaking behavior. Mission officials argued that they lacked
the in-house expertise and resources to adequately respond to Panel recommendations, which clearly fell
within the scope of implementing their mandate. For example, in one mission, officials suggested that
Panel reports could be more useful to the mission if they went beyond highlighting problems, such as
problems in host-state institutional capacity to manage resources (a key component of building the rule of
law, one of that mission’s mandated tasks), and made specific, sequenced recommendations for fixing
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them. In short, mission officials argued that Panel reports should include a specific “game plan” on how
to manage resources, build infrastructure, or funnel money to the government. In addition, the Panel
should highlight regional connections in the mining industry, provide a plan for concessions, and link the
challenges in these areas to the host state’s leadership. Other UN officials, while recognizing that experts
likely had the knowledge to provide such advice, countered that such analysis and recommendations went
far beyond current Panel mandates, and that such activities would require Panel mandate modification.
Panel members and UN officials also argued that such plans could more realistically be developed by
Member State and international development agencies, international financial institutions and
professionals hired for that purpose. In cases where senior mission officials also serve as the head of the
UNDP mission in the host country, they could also reasonably request experts within that organization to
provide appropriate assistance and mobilize resource as necessary.

Naming and Shaming without Taking the Heat
Some mission and Member State officials, even as they admitted to a need to distance themselves from
Panels and sanctions monitoring, reported that they find Panel reports useful when they “name and
shame” those whom the Panels consider responsible for egregious sanctions violations. Both Member
State and mission officials emphasized that Panel reports can sometimes include information that Member
States and missions themselves may not feel comfortable publicizing, but provide a convenient avenue for
follow up when an independent mechanism like a Panel reveals them. They added that such follow up
could occur even in cases when they did not want to directly endorse the Panel and its work. Officials
nonetheless cautioned that naming and shaming, and assuming that Member States might use the
information for prosecution or other enforcement, had implications for the Panels’ methodology and
ensuing usability of information in court cases.
Officials argued that the Panel could be more effective if it further investigated, detailed, and publicized
alleged violations of non-compliant Member States and corporations. It could more widely publish
information on end-users, and highlight connections with war criminals. The ensuing public outrage
might lead to action from Member States, they argued. Such activism would require the Panels to
continue being paid once their investigative mandate is over. Moreover, extending Panel mandates to
include dissemination and public education activities could also be detrimental to Panel members. It may
lead them to be seen as prosecutors, rather than independent forensic investigators, whose work can, when
appropriate, on the basis of local laws, serve as the basis for judicial or political action (such as using
Panel evidence to withhold aid from a country the Panel alleges is involved in violations, once those
claims are verified). Given short Panel mandates, the small number of experts, and limited budgets, it is
clear that expecting Panels to play such a role would be unrealistic. Member State officials interviewed
therefore recognized that they could do more to pressure the host state and other countries to further
investigate, arrest, and try people that the Panel names as responsible for violations and human rights
abuses.

The Role of the Security Council, Member States, and Missions in Following Up
It is clear that Panels cannot take a leading role in ensuring implementation of their own
recommendations. Doing so would jeopardize their independence, legitimacy, and ability to continue
investigations. Member States (and in countries with UN PSOs, the missions) should therefore step in to
follow up on findings and provide relevant assistance. Indeed, Member State officials (including
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Sanctions Committee members) recognized that they could do more to follow up on these findings by
using Panel information to prosecute individuals who reside in their countries.

Appointing a Diplomat to Advocate for Implementation of Panel Findings?
Some DPKO officials (as well as some Member State and host-state officials) expressed the view that
getting Panel recommendations to be taken more seriously required a mechanism to advocate for their
implementation. Officials argued that because Panel experts do not appear to have strong and active
backing from the Security Council, host-state and mission officials have not felt strongly pressured to
cooperate with them, especially since many mission officials have viewed such cooperation as politically
costly in terms of their relationships with host-state officials.
Some officials argued that it would be helpful if Panels were led by a senior diplomat, on the model of
Canada’s Ambassador Robert Fowler, who was the Chair of the Sanctions Committee that oversaw the
Panel of Experts on Angola in the late 1990s. Fowler took an unusually active role, both in terms of his
involvement in the monitoring of the sanctions and in disseminating Panel findings. Mission officials who
had interacted with that Panel suggested that having such a diplomat lead each Panel would not only give
the experts a credible interlocutor at meetings, but would also help raise the political profile and clout of
Panels by giving them a high level political advocate.61 The senior diplomat would also play a role in
presenting report findings in New York.
UN officials and Panel members both stressed that the role of such a senior diplomat expected to travel
with a Panel, and the role of the Sanctions Committee Chair, should not be conflated. They argued that
increasing the responsibilities of Committee Chairs for follow up on Panel findings and recommendations
could increase Panels’ impacts and send a clear political message that the Council was committed to
sanctions, to a Panel’s monitoring role, and to implementation of its recommendations. They added that
previous Committee Chairs, including Ambassador Løj when she was Chair of the Committee on Liberia,
had taken on such a role with positive effect.
Some officials, including UN staff and Panel members, as well as Member State officials, cautioned that
the appointment of a senior diplomat to accompany Panels was risky in that Panels are intended to be
independent, neutral, and objective. Their mandate is technical, rather than diplomatic. These
interlocutors worried that a diplomat-team leader, as the voice of the team, might present the information
uncovered by the experts in a politicized or somehow biased fashion, which might strain the Panel’s
credibility among missions or other Member States. Indeed, they cautioned that an overly active
Sanctions Committee Chair could lead Panel interlocutors to believe that the Panel had the unconditional
support of that Chair’s Member State, or of a group of sympathetic Member States. Panel members and
UN officials also noted that the DRC Panel had been headed by a diplomat from early 2005 through late
2007, and that these earlier reports had much less impact than reports published in 2008 and 2009.62
Moreover, various officials noted that Sanctions Committee Chairs (and members) are not always
completely supportive of the sanctions that they oversee. In short, the Chair’s advocacy could, more than
it does now, increasingly depend on the political positions of his or her state than on the quality of the
Panel’s work. In extreme cases, the Chair could conceivably come to play a “negative advocacy” role for
the Panel, denigrating its work and damaging its credibility (and by extension that of other Panels).
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As such, some Panel members argued that a better solution would be to name a Chair from among the
experts within each Panel. Previous Panels had Chairs, but today they have “coordinators.” Panel
members said that mission and Member State officials treat Chairs with more respect. They argued that
Chairs could work with mission focal points to iron out cooperation issues. The Chairs could also be the
Panels’ primary liaisons with the Sanctions Committee Chair. Finally, the Panel Chair could play a
leading role in supporting the SACO Chair’s advocacy in New York.
Given these challenges, it is clear that mechanisms to transmit information about Panel member
qualifications need to be improved, and that interlocutors may need to be reminded of these
qualifications. The Security Council should also more clearly state its support for the work of Panel
members and the necessity to work with them given their reporting role to the Council. If Panel Chairs are
more respected than Panel Coordinators then the Council should mandate Panels to include a Chair, since
it seems an easy step. Finally, concerning the appointment of a senior diplomat to travel with the Panel,
two possible solutions should be considered. First, the SACO Chair should always be provided funds to
conduct one short trip with Panel Members during each mandate. Such engagement would signal the
SACO’s interest in the sanctions and overall support for the Panel’s work. Second, in particularly
challenging cases, when renewing a Panel’s mandate, the Panel and the SACO could privately discuss the
utility of appointing such a diplomat for the next mandate. The SACO could then make a
recommendation to the Security Council. Other officials, particularly the President of the Security
Council serving at the time of the report’s release, could be expected to discuss the role of sanctions as
well as the role of the Panel. The Secretary-General also has a role to play in discussing sanctions
monitoring and implementation, as do the Under-Secretaries General for DPA and DPKO (given that
operational mechanisms under their supervision have roles in this area). Each of these individuals could
play a larger role.

Sanctions Structure
An initial assumption of this study was that addressing some of the challenges that Panel members and
mission officials described in monitoring sanctions and working with one another might also help
compliant persons and countries find earlier relief from sanctions regimes. The Security Council has been
increasingly clear about conditions under which sanctions could be lifted, conditions that are comparable
to the exit conditions for a PSO: that national resources should be properly managed; that national
security forces should be competent and accountable; and that rule of law has been established and can be
sustained.
These conditions remain problematic, however, because they seem to apply mostly to the arms
embargoes. Clear conditions for lifting individual sanctions—assets freezes and travel bans—have not
been spelled out by the Security Council. In interviews, mission and Member State officials discussed the
need for such procedures, particularly in cases of long-standing sanctions, where individuals may have
modified their behavior or recently not have done anything that would warrant their remaining on the list.
Member State officials and Panel members disagreed, however, over whether lifting the sanctions would
be sufficient, or whether additional deterrents were needed (for example the threat of re-imposing
sanctions, if necessary). While implementation of asset freezes has been uneven and, in some cases,
individuals have maintained access to some assets, it is clear that an asset freeze cannot continue forever,
lest it become de facto asset seizure. Clear conditions for lifting financial sanctions, therefore, need to be
developed.
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Another debate for Member State officials and experts has been whether continuing sanctions and parallel
monitoring is incompatible with institutional capacity building assistance. Member state officials,
particularly in targeted countries, have often made this argument. In some cases, mission officials also
pointed to the incongruity of imposing sanctions on institutions that require support in order to reform.
The example of Liberia, however, clearly shows that it is possible to improve institutional capacity while
remaining under sanctions. Similarly, experts point to wide-ranging efforts in DRC to improve natural
resource management. In this case, the commodities themselves are not subject to sanctions, but the Panel
has made important recommendation to improve minerals management.
Another way to increase implementation of sanctions is to leverage involvement of the private sector.
While efforts such as the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme are often criticized for creating the
impression that due diligence works when, in fact, many diamonds continue to be illegally traded by
mixing gems of uncertain origin within more tightly controlled shipments.63 The scheme is also an
example of how successful advocacy can influence how the private sector operates. Indeed, consumer
discontent over the possibility that their “blood diamond” purchases might be funding human suffering
and conflict energized international corporations to set up this certification scheme.
Mission and Member State officials argued that the role of the private sector is not being sufficiently
exploited in this area.64 They pointed out that corporations do not want to be named in Panel reports, even
when experts make clear that they are “only” investigating alleged activities. Simply receiving a request
from a Panel for more information, and being afforded a right to response (in some cases after being
mentioned when no reply had yet been received), has reportedly encouraged some companies to change
their behavior.x As such, Member State and advocacy efforts to expand due diligence practices in the
private sector could have broader knock-on governance effects.
Cooperation between Panels of Experts and UN peace support operations is made difficult by perceived
tensions between PSO and Panel work, unclear mandates, the absence (until late 2009) of any guidelines
for cooperation, and unclear strategies for mandate implementation. Proposed solutions for addressing
these challenges include: clarifying Security Council mandates and the newly issued provisional
guidelines and expanding their scope; ensuring Panels have sufficient gravitas; mandating a more active
role for the Chair of the corresponding Sanctions Committee; and providing clearer instructions for
implementing sanctions. Finally, Member States, the private sector, and PSOs should pay more
systematic attention to addressing Panel findings and implementing relevant recommendations.
If Member States want the Panel to be more effective, however, then the Security Council and Member
States need to act on Panel findings, impose secondary sanctions, and hold actors accountable. The
Council should also direct PSOs to help implement recommendations as appropriate, and provide
missions with the personnel and resources to do so, particularly when implementing recommendations
would clearly fall within previously mandated tasks. Not doing so, Panel members argued, has diminished
the value of Panel work, and made it look like an exercise in appearing to take action. This makes even
well-researched Panel reports subject to unfairly political criticism and, in some cases, threatens Panel
objectivity and independence.

x

While naming actors could be construed as blackmail, particularly in cases where Panel members could be vulnerable to being
“bought off” to avoid mention, officials interviewed reported they were not aware of such incidents happening. They added that
experts whose sourcing could not be verified had been dismissed, and their findings purged, from the report prior to publication.
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CONCLUSION

T

his study started with the assumption that because Panel and peace operation mandates overlap,
cooperation would help both actors better implement their mandates. This turned out to be an overly
simple view both for PSO and Panel mandates, and in terms of the benefits and risks of cooperation.
Initial research had suggested that such cooperation was uneven, and that peace operations were doing a
poor job of leveraging Panel findings for inclusion in their own efforts. After traveling to DRC, Liberia,
and Côte d’Ivoire, this assumption was shown to be accurate, at least in these three cases. Indeed, while
Panels and peace operations cooperate and share information, both for public dissemination and for
operational application, this cooperation varies in its usefulness. In some cases, improved cooperation
would clearly lead to more meaningful mandate implementation. In other cases, close cooperation might
jeopardize Panel independence and the expert’s ability to produce sound and objective reports. Finding a
balance between Panel independence, cooperation, and information sharing is a delicate endeavor. While
improved cooperation is necessary, its modalities are context-, mandate-, and politics-dependent.
Interviews in the three countries confirmed the assumption that cooperation matters. It matters first
because when PSOs and Panels do cooperate, particularly by exchanging information and supporting each
other’s mandates, officials within PSOs and Panels find that doing their increasingly wide-ranging jobs
becomes easier. It also matters because these same officials find that cooperation helps to ensure that they
do their jobs better. Indeed, they have more information from which to draw analysis, recommend courses
of action, and, again, implement their Council mandates.
Important challenges remain. The greatest is a lack of recognition that PSO and Panel mandates have
complementary objectives. As we have seen, some PSO officials fail to recognize that sanctions
monitoring is not necessarily an impediment to their own mandate to support host-state institutions and
build the rule of law. PSOs have also failed to recognize that stepping in to fill gaps in institutional
capacity identified by Panels can, in fact, be considered part of their mandate. In other words, sanctions
monitoring can help PSOs do the job the Council has set for them. When PSOs lack the capacity to step in
themselves (or when they can only address part of the problem), PSOs could work with UN Country
Teams, international organizations, bilateral donors, and the private sector to address the institutional
capacity gaps that Panels uncover, usually with wide-ranging support from co-deployed PSOs.
There should be a clear delineation between Panels and peace operations. Panels need their independence,
and PSOs must support host-state institutional capacity building. Nonetheless, if the Security Council
wants to exploit potential synergies between Panels and PSOs, it should make clear to both that Panel
findings and recommendations should feed into the work of peace operations. Integrating Panel findings
and acting on them helps peace operations achieve mandates to build the rule of law, reform the security
sector, and build peace and security. Indeed, management and oversight of ministries, whether for mining
or defense, require not only competent staff but also procedures to avoid intimidation, extortion, and
corruption. As such, building the rule of law depends on effective control of weapons flows, securing
weapons stockpiles, and comprehensive rules for the use of weapons to provide security and defend
national security. Because the Council requires such conditions to be met before lifting arms and
commodity embargoes, it follows that sanctions implementation is a component of PSO work. Moreover,
in countries where both sanctions and PSOs are used, it is clear that effective capacity building across the
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areas affected by the sanctions has implications across the mission’s mandate. While such tasks represent
an expansion in PSO requirements, it is also the case that many so-called “sanctions monitoring” or
“sanctions implementation” expectation are part of today’s complex PSO mandates. Nonetheless, because
these mandates have expanded without corresponding increases in resources, when peace operations lack
the resources and capacity to implement relevant recommendations, then Member States should be asked
for assistance.
One way for missions to better use Panel findings and recommendations is to mandate PSOs to examine
the possibilities to follow up on relevant and practical Panel recommendations. This evaluation could then
be included in the PSO’s strategic planning process, including joint planning processes involving the UN
Country Team and the World Bank. In short, mission staff, on the basis of Panel information and
published reports, would systematically assess which findings and recommendations could realistically be
inserted into the mission’s strategic planning process. They could work with colleagues at UNDP and the
World Bank who have complementary capacity building mandates as appropriate. In this fashion, Panels,
PSOs, and international assistance providers would work faster towards achieving the mutually
reinforcing parts of their mandates.
Given the challenges identified in Côte d’Ivoire, DRC, and Liberia in terms of how Panels and PSOs
work together, particularly concerning administrative and logistical support, as well as with information
sharing, further research would be useful to examine the experience of cooperation between Panels and
PSOs in Sudan and Somalia. Given the promulgation of the Provisional Guidelines, it would also be
useful to see how much they impact cooperation in all of the countries where Panels and PSOs work
together. The support provided both by missions and the Secretariat is inconsistent, and it affects Panels’
quality of work. Much could also be done to examine how the Provisional Guidelines have affected UN
Headquarters support to Panels in the field and the directions provided in to both PSOs and Panels
regarding cooperation.
In general, the Guidelines also need to be expanded. Clearer instructions need to be provided, both to
Panels and PSOs, about what is expected of each in terms of support, security provision, and information
exchange. The three-tiered system discussed in the previous system could be a start for such discussions,
as would the parameters for Panel travel.
More work also needs to be done on how Panels interact with various categories of Member States
(Council members, targeted states, politically supportive powers, and sanctions violators’ states of
residence), and how to make those interactions more useful for sanctions implementation and capacity
building. Little is known about how Member States use Panel reports, what they find useful or not, and
how Panel findings and recommendations affect Member State assistance provision decisions. Little
research has been done on the legal ramification of Panel findings and recommendations for Member
States, so this would be another useful area of research. Another area to examine would be how Panels,
PSOs, and Member States could better work with the private sector to improve sanctions monitoring and
implementation. Given the increased attention on private sector activities in natural resource exploitation
in particular, and Member State desires for improved transparency in this resource-generating area, it
would be useful to examine how private sector companies view sanctions monitoring, what use they make
of Panel reports, how Panel reporting affects their business practices and investment decisions. It would
also be useful to examine if private sector actors use Panel findings in their interactions with Member
States.
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Finally, the implementation of sanctions and of Panel recommendations suffers from lack of Security
Council follow up and support. Most resolutions renewing Panel mandates simply take note of the most
recent report. Council resolutions rarely include specific instructions for follow up on Panel
recommendations, either to Member States or to the Secretary-General or the Under-Secretaries-General
for Political Affairs or Peacekeeping. The Secretariat could also usefully be mandated to assist in areas
where Panels lack support. While missions could do more to raise resources from bilateral donors and
multilateral institutions, and in cases where the UN Country Team operates within the mission the
Country Team could do more fundraising (including perhaps through private channels), sufficient funding
has remained a challenge. Similarly, while the Security Council has routinely expanded the scope of
mandates for co-deployed peace operations, the UN General Assembly has repeatedly failed to provide
these missions with the staff and resources they need to adequately fulfill their mandates in sanctionsrelated areas, including support for Panels. Member States that have voted for these resolutions have not
always followed up with concrete offers of assistance or with offers to provide expertise and qualified
personnel to achieve these mandates.
Visits to DRC, Liberia, and Côte d’Ivoire highlighted the numerous challenges that PSOs and Panels face
in working together: the administrative and logistical challenges and the challenges of sharing sensitive
information. The interviews also highlighted the possibilities: the fact that PSO officials and Panel
members have developed close working relationships despite these challenges, the fact that wide-ranging
PSO support makes Panel work possible, and that information-sharing can help both tools better
implement their Council mandates. If the Security Council and its Member States truly believe these
endeavors to be important, they should make clear that they believe these efforts should be leveraged
towards a common objective: enduring peace and security in conflict-affected host states.
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ANNEX Ia
Table A1: UN Funding for Panels of Experts on Africa: 2004–2011
Activity & Cost in US dollars

2004–05

2006–07

2008–09

2010–11

Monitoring Group on Somalia
Salaries/staff cost, 2 administrative staff

100,300

115,300

95,000

113,100

556,200

702,300

875,800

361,100

419,000

416,200

153,500
1,186,100

116,200
1,332,500

150,100
1,555,200

1,243,100

422,200

385,800

26,200

348,000

350,900

31,700

49,400

26,800

20,700

1,338,600

1,318,700

797,000

757,400

74,400

85,000

148,800

148,800

615,600
630,700
61,000

699,900
742,300
54,700

622,700
562,600
65,400

Panel fees, 4 members (4 members, 1 consultant in 2010)
1,275,700

Panel travel
Operational/logistical support
Total

84,200
1,460,200

Panel of Experts on Liberia
Panel fees (5 experts in 2004–05; 4 experts in 2006–07; 3
experts in 2008–09; 3 experts in 2010); travel
1,306,900

Support, assessing socioeconomic impact of sanctions
(includes travel to remote areas)
Operational/logistical support
Total
Group of Experts on the DRC
Salaries/staff costs, 1 mid-level Officer
Panel fees for 5 members, 5 consultants
Panel travel
Staff travel (for the mid-level Officer)

805,500
42,100

Operational/logistical support (includes local travel)
Total

47,400

31,200

51,000

52,800

969,400

1,423,500

1,696,700

1,452,300

276,300

170,300

135,900

706,200

911,700

919,600

689,800
151,300
1,823,600

752,400
51,000
1,885,400

572,400
111,200
1,739,100

113,700

148,800

137,700

538,300

583,300

525,200

473,700

459,800

505,300

77,400
20,500

75,500
30,500

75,500
27,700

1,223,600

1,297,900

1,271,400

6,975,500

7,009,500

6,775,400

Panel of Experts on Sudan
Salaries/staff costs, 2-mid-level Officers, and 1
administrative staff (local); 1 mid-level Officer and 1
administrative staff in 2010
Panel fees for 4 members (5 members, 1 consultant, 1
translator in 2010)
Panel (and consultant) travel
Operational/logistical support
Total
Group of Experts on Côte d’Ivoire
Salaries/staff costs, 1 mid-level Officer
Panel fees for 4 members, 1 consultant (5 members, 1
consultant in 2010)
Panel travel
Consultant travel
Operational/logistical support
Total
TOTAL: Panels Monitoring of Sanctions in Africa

a

3,768,200

Sources to the Annex tables: United Nations, Estimates in respect of special political missions, good offices and other political
initiatives authorized by the General Assembly and/or the Security Council, Report of the Secretary-General, Addendum,
A/59/534, Add.1, 23 November 2004. A/61/525/Add.2, 7 November 2006; A/63/346/Add.2, 11 September 2008;
A/64/349/Add.2, 11 September 2009. The Panels on Sudan and Côte d’Ivoire only began in the 2006–2007 biennium.
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Table A2: UN Funding for Monitoring Implementation of Counterterrorism and
Non-Proliferation Mandates: 2004–2011
2004–2005

Activity & Cost in US dollars

2006–2007

2008–2009

2010–2011

Analytical and Monitoring Support for Al-Qaida/Taliban
Salaries/staff costs for ten positions (1 senior level, 4 midlevel Officers, and 5 administrative staff)

1,072,300

1,137,700

1,211,000

General temporary assistance

1,211,000
57,200

Monitoring team fees (8 members)

1,725,800

Monitoring team travel

1,508,400

1,554,000

437,400

552,800

509,000

401,400
404,800

272,900
442,900

307,300
384,200

307,300
332,400

3,604,300

3,648,800

3,963,700

3,970,900

322,300

598,600

661,900

930,300

1,264,800

1,420,100

1,357,400

82,600

212,300

181,000

No data

257,300

Travel, the Committee and staff
Other operational and logistical support
Total

1,357,900

Support for 1540 Committee
Salaries/staff costs for 3 positions (2 mid-level, 1
administrative staff), and 1 of the 8 experts (in the last 2
years); 4 positions and 1 senior Officer in 2010
Fees, 7 experts

1,195,800

Expert travel
Official travel, Committee Chair and members, meetings

25,000

Official travel, Committee members and staff, outreach
Other operational and logistical support

57,700
32,700

193,200
1,736,300

152,700
2,189,100

166,300
2,460,600

667,900
3,393,900

Salaries/common staff costs for 34 positions,
2004–05; 35 positions, 2006–07; 35 positions, 2008–09;
and 38 positions, 2010

4,877,200

5,412,700

6,033,500

6,830,600

General temporary assistance with database analysis and
other consultancies

190,400

303,400

No data

No data

Travel costs for CTED

963,800

798,900

870,000

870,000

Facilities and infrastructure (office rental in 2007)

875,900

882,400

970,000

Communications

149,800

98,000

71,000

Total
Counterterrorism Executive Directorate (CTED)

856,900

Information technology
Other supplies and equipment
Total

6,888,300

65,300

72,200

137,900

112,800

32,900

79,200

7,718,800

7,989,000

8,958,700

Panel of Experts on the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
Salaries/staff costs for 4 positions

412,000

Panel fees for 7 members, 1 consultant

1,292,500

Official travel, Panel

837,600

Official travel, staff

207,900

Other operational and logistical support

647,700

Total
TOTAL: Counterterrorism and Non-Proliferation
Related Special Political Missions

3,397,700
12,228,900

13,556,700

14,413,300

19,721,200
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